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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
Ultrasound-mediated Optical Focusing and Imaging in Scattering Media 
by 
Yuta Suzuki 
Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Engineering 
Washington University in St. Louis, 2014 
Professor Lihong V. Wang, Chair 
 
Because of its non-ionizing and molecular sensing nature, light has been an attractive tool in 
biomedicine. Scanning an optical focus allows not only high-resolution imaging but also 
manipulation and therapy [1].  However, due to multiple photon scattering events, conventional 
optical focusing using an ordinary lens is limited to shallow depths of one transport mean free 
path (lt'), which corresponds to approximately 1 mm in human tissue [2].  
To overcome this limitation, ultrasonic modulation (or encoding) of diffuse light inside 
scattering media has enabled us to develop both deep-tissue optical imaging and focusing 
techniques, namely, ultrasound-modulated optical tomography (UOT) and time-reversed 
ultrasonically encoded (TRUE) optical focusing.  While UOT measures the power of the 
encoded light to obtain an image, TRUE focusing generates a time-reversed (or 
phase-conjugated) copy of the encoded light, using a phase-conjugate mirror to focus light inside 
scattering media beyond 1 lt'.  However, despite extensive progress in both UOT and TRUE 
focusing, the low signal-to-noise ratio in encoded-light detection remains a challenge to meeting 
both the speed and depth requirements for in vivo applications.  
This dissertation describes technological advancements of both UOT and TRUE focusing, in 
terms of their signal detection sensitivities, operational depths, and operational speeds.  The 
first part of this dissertation describes sensitivity improvements of encoded-light detection in 
UOT, achieved by using a large area (∼5 cm × 5 cm) photorefractive polymer.  The 
 xi
photorefractive polymer allowed us to improve the detection etendue by more than 10 times that 
of previous detection schemes.  It has enabled us to resolve absorbing objects embedded inside 
diffused media thicker than 80 lt', using moderate light power and short ultrasound pulses.   
The second part of this dissertation describes energy enhancement and fluorescent excitation 
using TRUE focusing in turbid media, using photorefractive materials as the phase-conjugate 
mirrors.  By using a large-area photorefractive polymer as the phase-conjugate mirror, we 
boosted the focused optical energy by ~40 times over the output of a previously used 
photorefractive Bi12SiO20 crystal.  Furthermore, using both a photorefractive polymer and a 
Bi12SiO20 crystal as the phase-conjugate mirrors, we show direct visualization and dynamic 
control of TRUE focus, and demonstrate fluorescence imaging in a thick turbid medium.   
The last part of this dissertation describes improvements in the scanning speed of a TRUE focus, 
using digital phase-conjugate mirrors in both transmission and reflection modes.  By employing 
a multiplex recording of ultrasonically encoded wavefronts in transmission mode, we have 
accelerated the generation of multiple TRUE foci, using frequency sweeping of both ultrasound 
and light.  With this technique, we obtained a 2-D image of a fluorescent target centered inside 
a turbid sample having a thickness of 2.4 lt'.  Also, by gradually moving the focal position in 
reflection mode, we show that the TRUE focal intensity is improved, and can be continuously 
scanned to image fluorescent targets in a shorter time.   
 1 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Motivations for deep-tissue optical imaging and 
focusing 
Light is an attractive tool in biomedicine, because it provides non-ionizing radiation of biological 
samples, which enables imaging, diagnosis, manipulation, and therapy of tissue.  Optical 
imaging is advantageous over other imaging modalities used for clinical purposes, because it 
provides a safe and affordable means to obtain both structural and functional images with high 
resolution and high contrast.  As non-ionizing radiation, light is far safer to use than X-rays.  
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a powerful technique to image inside a human body, but 
its strong magnetic field is not suitable for people with metal implants.  Also, optical imaging 
systems typically are much cheaper and more portable than MRI.  Further, light provides 
high-contrast images of early-stage tumors through angiogenesis- or metabolism-related contrast, 
which are hard to visualize by ultrasonic pulse-echo imaging techniques.  Additionally, by 
focusing optical energy at desired locations inside tissue, light finds further applications in 
biomedical manipulation and therapy. 
Although optical imaging and focusing are attractive in biomedicine, due to photon scattering 
and absorption events inside biological tissue, optical focusing is limited to superficial depths of 
one transport mean free paths (1 lt'), which is about 1 mm in human skin.  Beyond 1 lt', the 
amount of light arriving at the target region is substantially reduced and the resulting image is 
blurred, hindering most optical applications.  Obviously, breaking the focusing depth limit of 1 
lt' would spur the development of techniques to achieve both optical imaging and focusing deep 
inside tissue.   
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1.2 Photon scattering and absorption  
When an optical beam impinges on biological tissue, its propagation is disturbed by both photon 
scattering and absorption, preventing optical focusing deep inside tissue.  Photon scattering 
arises due to spatially random variations of refractive index inside biological tissue [3], which 
distorts the wavefront of the focused beam.  Photon absorption arises from the oscillatory phase 
differences between the incident optical field and the induced polarization inside the medium [4].  
Photons that do not experience any scattering events are commonly referred to as "ballistic 
photons".  The probability of no absorption or scattering after a photon travels over the ballistic 
path length z (≥ 0) inside a scattering medium is mathematically modeled as 
 ( ) ( )zµz tB −= expPr , (1.1) 
where µt is the extinction coefficient [3].  The contributions of scattering and absorption can be 
separated as  
 ast µµµ += , (1.2)  
where µs is the scattering coefficient, and µa is the absorption coefficient.  The representative 
values of µs and µa in typical biological tissue are 100 cm–1 and 0.1 cm–1, respectively, which 
shows a rapid attenuation of ballistic photons upon light incidence.   
However, in typical biological tissue, photon scattering occurs primarily in the forward direction, 
and does not necessarily disturb focused light.  Photons that propagate nearly along the ballistic 
path even after experiencing a few scattering events are commonly referred to as "quasi-ballistic 
photons".  To incorporate the scattering directions into the model, the anisotropy g serves as a 
measure of the average directional changes of photons after a single scattering event inside a 
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medium.  For a given homogenous scattering medium, g takes a value between –1 and 1. In 
particular, isotropic scattering has a g of 0, and forward scattering has a g of unity.  For 
biological tissue, typically g ~ 0.9, indicating more frequent occurrences of forward scattering.  
To describe the depth limit of optical focusing in biological tissue, the probability of the 
attenuation of quasi-ballistic photons is described as 
 
( ) ( )zµz tQB 'expPr −= , (1.3)  
where µt' is the reduced interaction coefficient, whose inverse is the transport mean free path (lt').  
As a rule of thumb, 1 lt' is commonly used to describe the depth limit of optical focusing.  As in 
the case of ballistic photons, the contributions of scattering and absorption can be separated as  
 ast µµµ +=
''
, (1.4)  
where the reduced scattering coefficient µs' is defined as 
 
( )gµµ ss −= 1' . (1.5)  
In biological tissue, µs' is much larger than µa in the red and near-infrared spectral region, having 
representative values of 10 cm–1 and 0.1 cm–1, respectively [3].  When µs' >> µa, lt' roughly 
equals to 1/µs'.  We now see that scattering is the major factor that prevents light from being 
focused along the optical axis.  Therefore, suppression of the photon scattering effect is critical 
to achieving deep-tissue optical imaging and focusing. 
1.3 Overcoming the scattering effect 
To image and focus beyond 1 lt' by overcoming the photon scattering effect, several different 
approaches have been taken.  One way to optically image inside tissue beyond 1 lt' is to use 
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diffuse optical tomography (DOT).  DOT uses arrays of light sources and detectors placed 
around the tissue to measure the spatial distributions of the reemitted light when different 
locations of the tissue are illuminated.  To reconstruct the distribution of the local optical 
properties inside the tissue, DOT uses a mathematical model of light propagation, in which the 
local optical properties are parameterized as a function of space.  Using this model, both the 
local distribution of the optical properties and resulting light distributions reemitted from the 
tissue are iteratively calculated both forwardly and inversely.  By comparing the measured data 
and the calculated light distribution, the iteration gradually refines the estimated local 
distributions of the optical properties inside the tissue [5].  While DOT images up to several 
centimeters in depth, only a moderate imaging resolution, about 20% of the imaging depth, is 
achieved, because of the difficulty in solving the inverse problem [3, 5]. 
Much effort has also been made to generate an optical focus beyond scattering media by 
controlling optical wavefronts to suppress the scattering effect inside a medium.  To this end, 
the wavefront shaping capability of a spatial light modulator (SLM) is powerful.  Using an 
SLM, different iterative algorithms have been proposed to focus light beyond a scattering 
medium by maximizing the amplitude of a feedback signal [6-9].  Early demonstrations used a 
measured intensity at a desired location beyond scattering layers as the feedback signal whose 
amplitude was to be maximized.  Although demonstrations of focusing beyond scattering media 
are encouraging, it is more attractive to demonstrate focusing into the media.   
To demonstrate focusing inside scattering media, visible targets have been implanted at desired 
locations inside a sample to provide feedback signals that can be remotely sensed outside of the 
medium.  By maximizing the feedback signal amplitude, an iterative algorithm was again used 
to focus light at the targets [10].  However, implanted targets are not suitable for biomedical  
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Figure 1.1 Concept of optical phase conjugation to focus through a scattering medium.  (a) Recording of a diffused 
wavefront.  (b) Readout of the recorded wavefront. 
applications because they are not only invasive, but also predetermine the location of optical 
focusing.  Furthermore, the long optimization time required by the algorithms is problematic for 
in vivo applications.  It is known that microscopic movement of scatterers inside biological 
tissue changes the resulting interference patterns through the sample on a millisecond scale. This 
change, the "speckle decorrelation time," poses a speed requirement of kHz-order optimization in 
such samples.   
Optical phase conjugation (or time reversal of monochromatic light) was previously proposed to 
rapidly generate an optical focus by quickly obtaining the desired wavefront that suppresses the 
scattering effect.  Optical phase conjugation is a two-step method consisting of recording and 
readout stages.  The concept of optical phase conjugation is schematically illustrated in Figure 
1.1.  In the recording stage, as shown in Figure 1.1(a), the scattering sample is illuminated by a 
focused beam, and the wavefront of the scattered light from the sample is recorded onto a 
phase-conjugate mirror (PCM).  In the subsequent readout stage, as shown in Figure 1.1(b), the 
phase-conjugated copy of the recorded wavefront is then read out from the PCM.  Because such 
phase-conjugated light propagates reversely through the scattering sample by canceling the 
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previously experienced wavefront distortion, an optical focus is generated through the sample at 
the original position.  Forming such an optical focus, however, has found few practical 
applications. It has proven difficult to focus light into scattering media by using pure optical 
phase conjugation. 
1.4 Imaging and focusing using ultrasonic encoding of 
diffuse photons 
To break the depth limit in optical imaging and focusing, the combined use of both ultrasound 
and light has shown promise.  Unlike an optical beam, an ultrasonic beam experiences much 
weaker scattering than light and can form a focus deep inside tissue.  Therefore, an ultrasonic 
beam can aid optical imaging and focusing inside deep tissue.   
1.4.1 Photoacoustic imaging 
Photoacoustic imaging is one technique that uses light and ultrasound in combination to optically 
image deep tissue.  The technique uses light to illuminate the sample and detects the ultrasonic 
signals induced by the optical illumination.  The ultrasonic wave is generated from absorbers 
inside tissue, through volume expansion due to the heat generated by the optical absorption.  
Photoacoustic imaging has been successfully performed in vivo deep inside tissue samples, and 
extensive applications have been demonstrated [11, 12].  However, photoacoustic imaging 
visualizes only the absorption property, while neglecting the optical scattering contrast.  Also, 
although it images deep inside scattering media, the input light illumination is diffused, and no 
optical focus is generated inside the sample. 
1.4.2 Ultrasonic encoding of diffuse photons 
To focus and image inside a scattering medium, the use of ultrasonic encoding of diffuse photons 
has been proposed.  The concept of ultrasonic encoding of diffuse photons is shown in Figure  
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Figure 1.2 Concept of ultrasonic encoding of diffuse photons inside a scattering medium. Encoded photons are 
generated from the ultrasonic focal zone and can be detected outside the scattering medium. f0, input optical 
frequency; fUS, ultrasound frequency. 
1.2.  In the technique, both a laser beam and a focused ultrasonic beam are applied to the 
scattering sample simultaneously.  While photons experience strong scattering and diffuse, the 
ultrasonic beam forms a focus inside the sample.  When the diffusively propagating photons 
travel inside the ultrasonic focal volume, their optical frequency is shifted (or encoded), by the 
ultrasonic frequency.  These photons can be identified outside of the sample by their distinctly 
different frequency compared with unencoded light.  The encoded light carries information 
about the ultrasonic focal volume inside the sample.    
1.4.3 Ultrasound-modulated optical tomography (UOT) and time-reversed 
ultrasonically encoded (TRUE) optical focusing 
Using ultrasonically encoded light, a technique to image inside a turbid medium was developed, 
namely, ultrasound-modulated optical tomography (UOT). Further, time-reversed ultrasonically 
encoded (TRUE) optical focusing can both focus and image in turbid media.  While UOT 
specifically aims to image the optical contrasts deep inside scattering media, TRUE focusing 
aims to focus light beyond 1 lt', which has broader applications than imaging, such as 
manipulation and therapy.  In contrast to photoacoustic imaging, UOT images both the 
absorption and scattering properties deep inside scattering media beyond 1 lt', with ultrasonic 
resolution [13].  In UOT, the ultrasonic volume is scanned in space inside the sample, and the 
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amount of the encoded light is detected outside the sample, for each location of the ultrasonic 
volume.  The measured encoded-light power depends on both the absorption and scattering 
properties inside the ultrasonic volume within the sample.  Therefore, the local optical 
properties are imaged by mapping the encoded-light power at each position of the ultrasonic 
volume.   
TRUE focusing, initially proposed by Xu et al. [14], is a two-step method, consisting of 
recording and readout stages, which uses optical phase-conjugation to focus light inside 
scattering media.  In the recording stage, the wavefront of the encoded light, originating from 
the ultrasonic volume inside the sample, is recorded onto a PCM outside the sample.  Then, in 
the readout stage, a phase-conjugated (or time-reversed) version of the wavefront is regenerated 
by optical readout of the recorded wavefront from the PCM.  Because the encoded light 
originates from the ultrasonic volume, the time-reversed wavefront converges back to the 
original location of the ultrasonic volume, achieving optical focusing inside the sample.  
Because it uses ultrasound to obtain the desired wavefront, TRUE focusing does not require 
implanting invasive targets inside tissue.  Also, TRUE focusing can freely control the locations 
of optical focusing by merely changing the location of the ultrasonic volume.  Furthermore, 
unlike time-consuming wavefront-optimization algorithms, the use of optical time-reversal can 
potentially achieve rapid focusing, on the order of milliseconds [15], which is attractive for 
future in vivo applications. 
1.5 Challenges in UOT and TRUE focusing 
In both UOT and TRUE focusing, the low SNR of encoded-light detection has been challenging.  
The difficulty arises from the combination of severe wavefront distortion inside the turbid 
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sample, and the weak efficiency of ultrasonic encoding of diffuse light.  The distortion in 
optical wavefront results in a spatially uncorrelated interference pattern (i.e., speckle pattern), 
whose collection is limited by the detector's etendue, defined as the product of the active area 
and the acceptance solid angle.  Also, due to the weak efficiency of ultrasonic photon encoding, 
the encoded light is submerged in the strong unencoded background light, which both increases 
noise in the detected photocurrent and limits the dynamic range of the detection system.  
Furthermore, because the frequency difference between the encoded light and the background 
light is on the order of several MHz, typical optical filters cannot be used to separate the two.   
1.5.1 Challenges in UOT 
The early implementations of UOT used optical heterodyne detection by a single element 
photodetector to measure the amount of the encoded light [16, 17].  The amplitude of the 
optical beat at the difference frequency between the encoded light and the unencoded light was 
measured to form an image.  For high-sensitivity detection of weak encoded light, a large 
detector etendue is preferable.  However, in heterodyne detection of the encoded light, 
enlarging the area of a single element detector cannot directly improve the SNR, due to the 
random phase variations among speckles. 
To resolve this dilemma, various schemes for detecting the encoded light have been proposed.  
For example, both parallel speckle detection based on a charge-coupled device [18] and 
interferometric detection based on a photorefractive crystal [19] achieve coherent summation of 
the encoded light amplitudes over many speckles.  Spectral filtering methods based on confocal 
Fabry-Perot interferometry [20] and spectral hole burning [21] increase the signal-to-noise ratio 
by reducing the unencoded background level.  Nevertheless, to demonstrate in vivo applications, 
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the weak nature of encoded light remains problematic, and further improvements in signal 
detection sensitivity are desired.   
1.5.2 Challenges in TRUE focusing 
TRUE focusing would benefit from improvements in focusing speed, energy, and contrast, as 
well as in SNR, to detect the encoded-light wavefront.  Higher focused optical energy would 
enable manipulation and therapy at deeper depths.  Currently, there are two approaches to 
implementing the PCM, using analog or digital devices.  An analog PCM uses photorefractive 
materials and generates a focus in a short time (~100 ms), despite the weak focused energy.  On 
the other hand, a digital PCM, which consists of a camera and a spatial light modulator, provides 
focusing with much higher energy than an analog PCM, despite its slow focusing operation 
(several seconds).   
Increase in delivered optical energy is desired, especially for the analog TRUE approach.  
Acceleration in the generation of TRUE foci is highly desired to overcome unavoidable sample 
movements in in vivo experiments, especially for the digital TRUE approach.  Also, the 
reflection-mode system is preferred for clinical use and potential therapeutic applications.  
Although a reflection-mode TRUE system was previously demonstrated using an analog PCM 
[22], a digital TRUE system in reflection mode had not been reported at the time.  Because the 
detection sensitivity of the encoded light is strongly correlated with achieving these goals, SNR 
improvement is highly preferable in both analog and digital approaches. 
1.6 Thesis outline 
This thesis describes technological developments in both UOT and TRUE focusing.  For UOT, 
we present improvements in the signal detection sensitivity and imaging depths, using a large 
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area photorefractive polymer (PRP).  For TRUE, we first describe the improved amount of 
focused energy achieved by using analog systems and TRUE's application for fluorescent 
excitation.  Subsequently, we present speed improvements to generate TRUE foci and TRUE 
focal contrast using digital TRUE systems.   
Chapter 2 describes an improvement in the imaging depth of UOT. The improvement was 
accomplished by enhancing the detection sensitivity of the encoded light using a large-area PRP, 
which offered increased detection etendue. 
Chapter 3 describes methods of improving the focused energy and discusses fluorescent imaging 
applications of analog TRUE focusing.  Using analog TRUE systems, we improved the amount 
of the focused energy using the PRP as a PCM.  Compared to the previously used Bi12SiO20 
(BSO) crystal, PRP can offer a much larger area and improved diffraction efficiency, along with 
long persistency of the recorded hologram.  Also, by reconstructing a greater number of 
phase-conjugated optical modes by using the PRP, we generated a high-contrast TRUE focus, 
and also directly visualized the generated TRUE foci. 
Chapter 4 describes the result of using the digital TRUE system to accelerate the generations of 
TRUE foci.  We first sped up focal scanning by encoding different wavefronts with different 
frequencies to perform spectrally multiplexed recording of multiple encoded wavefronts, which 
can generate greater numbers of TRUE foci after a single recording stage.  Then we improved 
both the TRUE focal intensity and scanning speed, using a reflection-mode digital TRUE system.  
In a reflection mode system, the detection of the weak encoded light becomes a more severe 
problem, because of the difficulty in collecting the backscattered light from the sample.  To 
improve both the scanning speed and the SNR of encoded-light detection, we developed a 
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technique named continuous scanning of the TRUE focus, which achieves an improved focal 
intensity by gradually scanning the position of the TRUE focus. 
Chapter 5 summarizes the thesis and states the outlook for both UOT and TRUE focusing.
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Chapter 2: Depth Improvements in UOT by 
a Large Area Photorefractive Polymer 
This chapter describes the technical development of UOT in terms of the signal detection 
sensitivity gained by using a large area (~5×5 cm2) PRP film.  With the improved sensitivity, 
moderate optical power and short ultrasonic pulses were sufficient to resolve absorbing objects 
embedded inside scattering media thicker than 80 lt'.  Parts of this chapter have been published 
in Optics Letters [23]. 
2.1 High-sensitivity UOT with a photorefractive polymer 
Background. Light diffusion limits high-resolution optical imaging in turbid media, such as 
biological tissue, to depths of about 1 lt'.  To break this limitation, UOT was proposed to 
visualize optical properties at depths >1 lt' with ultrasonic spatial resolution [24], by detecting 
ultrasonically encoded light.  However, the detection of the weak encoded light in a strong 
background of unencoded light remains challenging.  To detect such weak and diffuse signal 
light above the noise floor, a large detection etendue is desirable.  However, in UOT, enlarging 
the area of a single element detector does not directly improve the signal-to-noise ratio, due to 
the random phase variations among speckles [25]. 
To overcome this obstacle, various detection schemes have been proposed.  For example, both 
parallel speckle detection based on an image sensor [26] and interferometric detection based on a 
photorefractive crystal [27] achieve coherent summation of encoded light amplitudes over many 
speckles.  Spectral filtering methods based on confocal Fabry-Perot interferometry [28] and  
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Figure 2.1 Experimental setup used for the study. (a) Optical system used for the study.  BB, beam block; BE1,2, 
beam expanders; HWP, half-wave plate; L1,2, lenses; PD, photodiode; PRP, photorefractive polymer film; R, 
reference beam; S0 and S, incident and collected sample beams, respectively; UT, ultrasonic transducer; VBS, 
variable beam splitter, composed of a half-wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter; XYZ, system coordinates.  (b) 
Illustration of beam interference with respect to the PRP in top view. 
spectral hole burning [29] increase the signal-to-noise ratio by reducing the unencoded 
background light level.  Nevertheless, the weak nature of encoded light is still problematic in 
these schemes because of the insufficient etendue, especially for thick samples, such as >60 lt'.  
Here, we report the use of a large-area PRP in UOT, which resulted in a much larger etendue 
than previous detection schemes. 
Methods. The experimental setup used in this study is similar to that of [30], and is shown in 
Figure 2.1(a).  An essential difference form the setup from [30] is the use of a PRP film [31] 
from Nitto Denko Technical (Oceanside, California).  The 0.1-mm-thick polymer film, having  
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Figure 2.2 Comparison of etendue and two-wave mixing amplifications.  (a) Comparison of etendue.  Each 
column corresponds to one case reported from the references detailed in the text.  (b) Comparison of sample beam 
amplifications. PRP, photorefractive polymer; SHB, spectral hole burning; SnPS, Sn2P2S6 crystal.. 
an active area of 50.8 × 50.8 mm2, is sandwiched by two indium-tin-oxide coated glass 
electrodes.  To enable the photorefractivity of the PRP, a direct current (DC) electric field 
(400-1000 kV/cm) was applied across the glass electrodes.  Light collection was in a tilted 
configuration as shown in Figure 2.1(b), where the normal of the PRP's front surface was 
horizontally rotated by ~40° (θ1) from the bisector of the angle (θ2~20°) formed by the 
propagation directions of the diffused sample beam (S) and the reference beam (R). 
The advantage of using the large area PRP film in terms of the collection etendue is illustrated in 
Figure 2.2(a) by a comparison with those of other systems, such as confocal Fabry-Perot 
interferometry [28, 32], photorefractive-crystal based interferometers (BSO [27, 30, 33], GaAs 
[34-36], Sn2P2S6 [37]), and spectral-hole-burning crystals [29, 38], as well as the output etendue 
of the scattering samples.  The etendues are estimated by G=piAsin2(Ω/2), where A is the active 
area and Ω is the emission/acceptance angle of an optical element.  The error bar of the 
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scattering samples is from the variation in their output surface dimensions, usually ranging from 
40×40 to 100×100 mm2.  For photorefractive crystals, the error bars originate from the 
estimated range of Ω (20° to 40° according to [38]), quantified as the angle at which two-wave 
mixing performance drops to ~50% from the maximum. 
As seen, although the scattering samples have large output etendues of 5,000-30,000 mm2sr, 
previous detection schemes had relatively small etendues: confocal Fabry-Perot interferometers 
have small etendues, less than 1 mm2sr, due to their small apertures and narrow acceptance 
angles; photorefractive crystals typically yield etendues of 10-30 mm2sr because of fabrication 
limitations; and the theoretical etendues of spectral hole burning crystals can be >300 mm2sr, but 
the practical values only slightly exceed, or are even comparable with, those of the 
photorefractive-crystal based interferometers, due to the small aperture of the cryostat windows.  
Therefore, to detect encoded light above the noise floor from a thick turbid sample usually 
requires a rather strong optical illumination onto the sample (e.g., a 2 W continuous beam [30], 
or a pulsed beam with 1.3 kW peak power [32]).  Sometimes, long ultrasonic bursts (e.g., 100 
cycles at 3.5 MHz [30]) are used to increase the encoded light level, which, however, 
compromises the imaging resolution along the acoustic axis.  In contrast, even with the tilted 
configuration of light collection, our PRP film yields an etendue as large as ~400 mm2sr, which 
promises a manifold increase in UOT signal detection sensitivity. 
Another important parameter in photorefractive interferometric UOT is the two-wave mixing 
gain ( )LΓexp , as the signal is proportional to ( ) 1exp −ΓL  [27], where Γ is the gain coefficient 
and L is the photorefractive material thickness along the signal beam's propagation direction.  
The real part of Γ is either positive or negative, corresponding to amplification or reduction of 
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the signal beam intensity, which was controlled by the polarity of the DC electric field.  The 
measured two-wave mixing amplification of our PRP outperforms those of the BSO crystals in 
[39] and [30], as seen in Figure 2.2(b), leading to a higher sensitivity for encoded light detection.   
Results. Taking advantage of the enhanced sensitivity of our polymer-based UOT setup, we 
imaged absorbing targets embedded in gel-based tissue-mimicking samples of different 
thicknesses.  The composite of the samples consisted of water:gelatin:Intralipid(89:10:1 wt%).  
Table 2.1 gives the key operational specifications.  The first sample had a transport optical 
thickness of about 80 lt'.  The middle plane of the sample contained three absorbing objects 
(Object 1 - Object 3) spaced at equal intervals (9 mm), as shown in Figure 2.3(a).  The objects  
 Table 2.1 Key parameters of the polymer-based UOT system 
 
 
Sample 1 
4.0 cm thick 
Sample 2 
9.4 cm thick 
S0 
140 mW 
1-cm diameter 
870 mW  
2.4-cm diameter 
R 70 mW, 3-cm diameter 
Ultrasonic beam 
2-MHz central frequency  
5 cycles 
4-MPa peak-peak focal 
pressure 
1-kHz repetition rate 
3.5-MHz central frequency 
10 cycles  
2.6-MPa peak-peak focal 
pressure  
1-kHz repetition rate  
Optical properties 
µa=0.12 cm-1 
µ s’=20 cm-1 
µa=0.12 cm-1 
µ s’=10 cm-1 
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Figure 2.3 UOT imaging result of Sample 1. (a) Photograph of the mid-plane of Sample 1.  (b) 2-D UOT image of 
the sample’s mid-plane.  (c)(d) Signal profiles along the horizontal and vertical dashed lines in (b), respectively. 
had X-Z dimensions of 2×2.5, 3×3, and 5×5 mm2, respectively, and a thickness of 2 mm in the Y 
direction.  Using two needles embedded in the same plane as reference targets, we aligned the 
ultrasonic transducer so that the ultrasonic focus scanned across the absorbing targets when the 
sample was translated in the X direction.  In the imaging experiment, the sample was scanned at 
a step size of 0.32 mm, and the photodiode measured the encoded-light signal at each position.  
Figure 2.3(b) is a 2-D image formed from the photodiode signals obtained at each position, 
normalized by their maximum values.  Figure 2.3(c) is the 1-D cross-sectional profile along the 
horizontal dashed line indicated in Figure 2.3(b).  Object 1 and Object 3 are not fully shown 
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due to the limited scanning range of the translation stage.  Three dips in the encoded-light 
power can be seen on the 1-D profile at positions corresponding to the three absorbers.  The 
estimated lateral resolution, quantified as the distance along the X axis between the points of 
75% and 25% contrast of Object 2 (indicated in Figure 2.3c), is ~1.6 mm, which approximately 
matches the ultrasonic focal width of ~1.2 mm as defined by its full-width at half-maximum 
(FWHM).  Figure 2.3(d) is a photodiode signal that occurred when a 5-cycle ultrasonic burst 
propagated through Object 2 along the vertical dashed line indicated in Figure 2.3(b).  The 
encoded-light power sensed by the photodiode increased as the ultrasonic pulse approached its 
focus, and the power dipped as the pulse reached the absorber.  Along the acoustic Z axis, the 
imaged dimension of Object 2 was 6.6 mm, quantified as the span between 50% and 50% of the 
contrast peak due to the absorber.  The image elongation is reasonable since the detected signal 
is the convolution of the absorption profile and ultrasonic amplitude profile in the Z direction. 
To mimic the optical properties of human breast tissue more closely (µs'~10 cm-1), we prepared a 
second sample having a µs' of 10 cm-1 and a thickness of 9.4 cm, resulting in a transport optical 
thickness of 94 lt'.  Figure 2.4(a) is a photo of its middle plane, containing two absorbing 
objects (Object 4 and Object 5), and Figure 2.4(b) is the obtained 2-D UOT image.  Although 
we used a thicker sample, a higher ultrasonic frequency, and an expanded sample beam 
illumination (Table 1), the two absorbing objects are still visible in Figure 2.4(b), verifying that 
our polymer-based system has sufficient sensitivity to image optical contrast in turbid media 
with thicknesses up to 94 lt'.  In comparison, [30] employed a much stronger 
sample-illuminating beam and longer ultrasonic bursts to reach the same imaging depth.   
Discussion. One major noise source in our measurement was the low-frequency (<1 Hz) 
fluctuation of two-wave mixing gain.  The performance of our PRP was susceptible to changes  
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Figure 2.4 UOT imaging result inside Sample 2. (a) Photograph of the mid-plane of Sample 2.  (b) 2-D UOT image 
of the sample’s mid-plane. 
in airflow, vibration, and temperature.  Sometimes such environmental noise could result in 
insufficient SNR, as indicated by the "yellow line" at X~10 mm in Figure 2.3(b).  Nevertheless, 
most measurements reasonably detected the encoded photons in our study, resolving embedded 
objects.  For in vivo imaging, the current slow two-wave mixing rise time (~20 s) of our PRP is 
not desirable, because the unavoidable movement of a live sample will degrade the performance 
of two-wave mixing, and hence the detection sensitivity.  Note that the measured two-wave 
mixing rise time is even slower than the previously reported value of ~5 s for the four-wave 
mixing case [40].  However, recent achievements in the field of PRPs show high promise for 
faster response [41].   
2.2. Conclusions 
We improved the detection sensitivity in UOT by implementing a large area PRP-based 
interferometer.  The enhancement resulted from an increased detection etendue and two-wave 
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mixing gain.  With moderate optical illumination and acoustic applied power, the system 
imaged optical contrasts in tissue-mimicking phantoms with transport optical thicknesses up to 
94 lt', which is equivalent to ~94 mm of breast tissue for light in the red or near-infrared spectral 
range [30].  The improved sensitivity of the system is an encouraging step towards future 
clinical applications of UOT. 
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Chapter 3: High-energy Focusing and 
Focused Fluorescent Excitation 
using Analog TRUE Focusing 
This chapter describes technical developments in analog TRUE focusing to enhance the amount 
of focused energy and to perform fluorescence imaging using a large-area PRP.  The use of a 
PRP boosted the focused optical energy by ~40 times that achieved by the previously used 
photorefractive BSO crystal [14].  Further, using an analog TRUE system, we demonstrate 
direct visualization of generated TRUE foci, along with fluorescent imaging inside turbid 
samples.  Parts of this chapter have been published in Optics Letters and Laser Physics Letters 
[40, 42]. 
3.1 Energy enhancement in TRUE optical focusing using a 
photorefractive polymer 
Background. Dynamic focusing of light into thick biological tissue is desired for noninvasive 
optical imaging, diagnostics, manipulation, and therapy.  However, multiple light scattering in 
biological tissue limits the focusing of ballistic photons to shallow depths of about 1 lt'.  To 
address this limitation, Xu et al. developed a technique named TRUE optical focusing [14].  
Using a focused ultrasonic beam, the technique spectrally modulates (or encodes) the diffuse 
coherent light inside a scattering medium.  Optical focusing into the medium is achieved by 
selectively phase conjugating, or time-reversing, only the encoded light, using a photorefractive 
crystal as a PCM.  Also, Lai et al. implemented a TRUE optical focusing system in reflection 
mode [22], which demonstrated a round-trip optical penetration of 80 scattering mean free paths.   
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These systems used a photorefractive BSO crystal as a PCM.  However, the transverse 
dimension of the BSO crystal, like all other inorganic photorefractive crystals, is at most a few 
centimeters [43], which limits the area for diffuse light collection.  Furthermore, the use of a 
BSO crystal has other inferior figures of merit, such as its hologram persistency, its 
photorefractive response time, and its holographic diffraction efficiency.  PRPs show exciting 
potential to overcome these limitations.  Recent studies have demonstrated PRPs with large 
active areas (30×30 cm2) and high diffraction efficiencies [43] (close to 100 %).  Further, PRPs 
can be tuned to have long hologram persistency [31], or fast response time (~ms) [44].  Thus 
PRPs can improve TRUE optical focusing by increasing focused energy or accelerating focusing.  
In the following section, we compare the performances of the PCM alternatives, and show that 
the PRP generates TRUE foci with higher energy.   
Methods. The PRP, supplied by Nitto Denko Technical, has the same polymer composite as the 
one reported in [31], and consists of a 100 µm thick polymer film sandwiched between two 
indium-tin-oxide coated glass electrodes.  The working wavelength of our polymer is set around 
our laser wavelength (532 nm).  The inset of Figure 3.1(a) compares the dimensions of the PRP 
and BSO crystal used in the previous and current experiments.  While the BSO crystal has an 
active area of 1×1 cm2, the PRP has an active area of 5×5 cm2, yielding an etendue ~25 times as 
large with the same collection geometry.   
Figure 3.1(a) shows the TRUE optical focusing experimental setup, which is similar to that of 
[14].  In this study, the diameter of the sample beam S incident on the scattering sample was 3 
mm, and the diameters of both the reference beam R and readout beam R* were expanded to 30 
mm.  The PCM was either a BSO crystal or a PRP.  When a BSO crystal was used, it was 
positioned so that its optical surface normal almost bisected the angle (~20 degrees) between the  
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Figure 3.1 TRUE focusing experimental setup using a large-area PRP.  (a) Schematic of the optical setup used in 
this study.  The back surface normal (n) of the photorefractive material was rotated by angle θ.  Either a BSO 
crystal or PRP was used as the PCM.  The sample beam (S) and the reference beam (R) interfere to record a 
hologram.  The reading beam (R*) read the hologram to generate time-reversed light.  HWPi, ith halfwave plate; 
PBSi, ith polarizing beamsplitter; Mi, ith mirror; AOMi, ith acousto-optic modulator; BS, beamsplitter; Si, ith 
shutter; BEi, ith beam expander; UST, ultrasound transducer; Li, ith lens; F, neutral density filter.  X is the sample 
scanning axis, Y is the acoustical axis, and Z is the optical axis.  The inset shows a photograph of the PRP and BSO 
crystal, demonstrating the advantageously greater area of the PRP.  (b) Schematic of high-voltage application to 
PRP.  The voltage was applied across the indium-tin-oxide (ITO) coated glass electrodes, which sandwiched the 
100-µm thick polymer film.  The PRP's surface normal (n) was horizontally tilted from the optical axis by θ~30 
degrees. 
incident reference beam R and the diffused sample beam S (hereafter called "scattered S" in this 
chapter).  To enhance the phase conjugation efficiency [45], a 2.1-kHz square-waveform 
voltage with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 8 kV was applied across the optical surface, yielding an 
electric field of 8 kV/cm.  When a PRP was used as the PCM, its surface normal was 
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horizontally tilted from the propagation direction of the reference beam R by θ~30 degrees, as 
shown in Figure 3.1(b).  A 4 kV DC voltage was applied between the polymer's front and back 
surfaces (the corresponding electric field was 400 kV/cm) to enable its photorefractive 
performance.  In the tested tilted geometry, the etendue of the PRP is estimated to be > 400 
mm2sr using its acceptance angle from [46]. 
A hologram was recorded then reconstructed in the photorefractive material.  In the holographic 
recording phase, S was switched on, and after diffusively propagating through the sample, was 
collected to illuminate the photorefractive material.  A focused continuous-wave ultrasonic 
beam, with a focal pressure of 1 MPa, focal width of ~1 mm, and focal zone length of ~7 mm, 
was emitted from a 2-MHz transducer (Sonic Concepts, H106), modulating the diffuse light in 
the sample.  The frequency of S was set to 2 MHz above that of R.  Therefore, only the 
ultrasonically down-modulated spectral component of S from the sample formed a stationary 
interference pattern with R, which was recorded in the photorefractive material as a volume 
hologram.  Once S was switched off after 800 ms holographic recording, shutter 1 and shutter 2 
(S1 and S2 in Figure 3.1a) were opened to start the readout phase.  Then a 50-ms long R* 
pulse—a counter-propagating phase-conjugated version of R—was switched on to read the 
hologram, which generated S*, a time-reversed copy of the encoded sample light, to achieve 
optical focusing.  After transmitting through the sample a second time, S* was detected by a 
silicon photodiode (PD1) as the TRUE signal.  Under these experimental conditions, the 
holographic diffraction efficiency of our PRP reached its steady state value after ~5 s, which 
agreed with the rise time estimated by its supplier.  In our polymer experiments, we waited for 
30 s after changing any parameters to let the recorded hologram reach steady state before taking 
any measurements.   
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Results. To evaluate the performances of the system based on either the PRP or BSO crystal as a 
PCM, we acquired TRUE signals using a 1-cm thick gelatin-intralipid sample having a reduced 
scattering coefficient µs' = 5 cm-1.  Figure 3.2(a) shows the measured peak intensity of the 
TRUE signal versus the intensity ratio of scattered S to R in both scenarios.  We fixed the R and 
R* intensities at 10 mW/cm2 and 140 mW/cm2, respectively, and increased the S intensity while 
monitoring it with PD2.  When we changed the PCM, we adjusted mirrors M3 and M4 in 
Figure 3.1(b) to maximize the time-reversed signal at PD1 before taking any measurement.  The 
TRUE signal in this experiment did not show a sharp signal rise accompanied with a fast decay, 
as in [22].  This is because we used a lower R* intensity here compared with that in [22], and 
the dependence of the TRUE waveform on the R* intensity was reported previously [47].  It can 
be seen that the PRP-generated signal is ~8 times stronger than that from the BSO crystal, thus 
enabling stronger TRUE focusing. 
Figure 3.2(a) shows the linear relationship between the TRUE signal and the intensity ratio of 
scattered S to R.  To understand this linear relationship, we can describe the interferogram as 
the intensity averaged over the response time of the PRP: 
 ( ) ( )[ ]yxsryxsrI ,Re2, *22
−
++= , (3.1) 
where r and s are the complex amplitudes of R and scattered S, respectively, and s
–
 is that of 
down-modulated S.  Also, *r  denotes the complex conjugate of r , and the spatial 
dependences of s and s
–
 have been explicitly spelled out.  Note that interferences between 
different frequency components are not stationary, and average to zero.  The third term in the 
right hand side of Equation (3.1) is the intensity fringe responsible for the hologram recording, 
and the first two terms are the background.  Because 2r  is much stronger than 2s , the s  
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of TRUE signals acquired using the PRP and BSO crystal.  (a) Plot of measured peak of 
TRUE signal versus intensity ratio of scattered S to R.  Linear fitting curves are also shown.  (b) Representative 
temporal profiles of TRUE signals acquired using the PRP and BSO crystal.  The PRP showed a ~8 times higher 
and ~10 times longer TRUE signal than the BSO crystal. 
contribution to the background is negligible.  Therefore, the fringe contrast is proportional to 
the amplitude ratio rs /
−
.  From the theory of photorefractive materials, it is known that the 
holographic diffraction efficiency η is proportional to the squared contrast (or modulation) of the 
interference fringe that engraves the hologram [48], i.e., 2/ rs
−
∝η .  Thus the TRUE signal 
linearly increased with 2
−
s  or the S intensity, while 2r  was fixed.   
Figure 3.2(b) shows the temporal profiles of TRUE signals generated by using the PRP and the 
BSO crystal, respectively.  In both cases, the power of S was 280 mW, and the corresponding 
intensity ratio of scattered S to R was 0.14.  In addition to the ~8 times increase in the peak 
signal intensity, the TRUE signal generated by the photorefractive polymer lasted ~10 times 
longer than that of the BSO crystal, as quantified by the time to 50% drop from the maximum.  
Overall, the focused optical energy generated by the PRP was increased by at least 40 fold over 
the BSO systems reported earlier as computed by the areas under the curves.  To demonstrate 
the improved penetration capability of the polymer-based system, we imaged a phantom sample  
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Figure 3.3 1-D image demonstrating TRUE optical focusing using a PRP.  (a) Photograph of the imaging plane, 
which was set middle plane of the sample.  (b) Normalized TRUE signal, TRDC signal, and DC signal versus the X 
axis. 
using TRUE optical focusing.  The phantom was a gelatin-intralipid mixture [49], having a 
thickness of 1 cm and a reduced scattering coefficient µs' = 12 cm-1.  Embedded in the middle 
plane of the sample were two optical absorbers, Object 1 and Object 2, with thicknesses of 0.5 
mm and 0.4 mm along the Z axis, respectively, made by adding black India ink to the 
background solution before it gelled.  The absorption coefficients (µa) of the turbid background 
and the optical absorbers were measured to be ~0.13 cm-1 and ~8.8 cm-1, respectively.  Figure 
3.3(a) shows a photo of the imaging plane containing the two absorbers.  The power of S was 
250 mW, spread over an area of ~10 mm2 on the incident sample surface, whereas the intensity 
of R was 14 mW/cm2, and the intensity of R* was 240 mW/cm2.  The ultrasonic transducer was 
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aligned so that its focal zone intersected with the optical axis along S.  The ultrasonic beam 
scanned along X across the optical absorbers with a step size of 0.32 mm.  The TRUE signal 
was obtained by subtracting the averaged (32 times) PD1 signal when the ultrasound was off 
from the PD1 signal when the ultrasound was on.  Figure 3.3(b) shows the normalized TRUE 
signal versus X.  As a comparison, we also plotted the normalized distributions of the DC signal, 
defined as the scattered S intensity acquired without ultrasound at the position of the PRP, and 
the time-reversed direct-current (TRDC) signal acquired as the time-reversed signal without 
ultrasound when S and R share the same frequency.  As shown in Figure 3.3(b), the TRUE 
signal drops when the ultrasonic focal zone intersects the two optical absorbers at X~9 mm and 
14 mm, respectively.  By contrast, the DC and TRDC images do not reveal the two absorbers 
clearly, as a result of the strong light scattering in the sample.  The optical thickness of the 
sample is (µs+µa)×d ≈ 120 (d is the geometric thickness of the sample) or (µs'+µa)×d ≈ 12, where 
the anisotropic factor g ≈ 0.9 [50].  The sample thickness presented here far exceeds the 
maximum penetration previously reported in TRUE imaging experiments [14, 22, 51], which 
illustrates the enhanced energy focused by the PRP. 
Discussion. The PRP used in this study does have drawbacks: signal instability over a long time 
(~30 min), a relatively low optical damage threshold (~250 mW/cm2), and a slow response time 
(~5 s).  Also, in certain applications that require rapid scanning of the focal spot, long 
persistency of the hologram may become undesirable.  However, monitoring of the two-wave 
mixing gain as a reference signal to normalize the measured TRUE signal may compensate for 
the signal fluctuation.  Moreover, maintaining the beam intensity below the PRP damage 
threshold while expanding the beam size of R and R* can further increase the focused light 
intensity.  For future in vivo experiments, it is necessary to shorten the holographic rise time to 
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within the speckle correlation time of tissue (~1 ms).  Also, to compensate for the slow rise time, 
we used a continuous-wave ultrasonic beam in this work, which deteriorates the focal resolution 
along the acoustic axis (Y axis).  In tackling these problems, one may seek to improve the rise 
time by increasing the R intensity without exceeding the PRP's optical damage threshold.  On 
the other hand, combinations of a pulsed laser and fast PRPs may potentially enable in vivo 
experiments by providing a fast response and a large active area [44], while improving the 
acoustic axial resolution by the use of short synchronized ultrasonic pulses.  It was also reported 
that applying a higher voltage (~8 kV) on the polymer accelerates photorefractive response, and 
thus controls the rise time and persistency to some extent [31].  For tissue penetration, 
wavelengths in the optical window (approximately 600–1300 nm) are more suitable.  By 
choosing the appropriate wavelength sensitive composites, PRPs can be tuned to work within the 
desired wavelength range [44].  Thus the disadvantages of the current PRP are likely to be 
overcome, and its efficient light focusing ability is highly attractive.  For example, while the 
penetration thickness of the 1-D image presented here was 120, the maximum penetration 
thickness of a phantom from which we observed a TRUE signal was 200, although the data is not 
shown. 
3.2 Focused fluorescence excitation with TRUE light, and its 
application to imaging in thick scattering media 
Background. Optical methods play increasingly important roles in biomedical imaging, 
manipulation, and therapy [3, 52].  Many of these methods rely on the ability to deliver light to 
the investigation sites with high spatial resolution.  In soft biological tissue, elastic scattering 
dominates the light-matter interaction and scrambles light propagation beyond superficial depths 
[2].  It therefore seems an impossible task to deliver or track photons with prescribed spatial 
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and temporal precision in deep tissue using a forward problem approach.  On the other hand, 
the deterministic nature of light propagation, coupled with its time symmetry, makes it possible 
to reverse [53, 54] or even shape [55-57] the photon propagation paths in an inverse problem 
approach.   
Expanding on this approach, and with the aid of a focused ultrasonic beam serving as a virtual 
internal guide star, Xu et al. [14] achieved dynamic focusing of light into arbitrary locations 
inside a scattering medium, using TRUE light.  In this two-step method, diffused coherent light 
is first spectrally encoded at the ultrasonic focus inside a scattering medium.  Optical focusing 
into the medium is accomplished by selectively phase conjugating, or time-reversing, the 
ultrasonically encoded light, using a PCM.   
Two versions of TRUE optical focusing technology are in development.  The first approach, an 
analog version, uses a photorefractive material as the PCM [14, 22, 40].  The second approach, 
a digital version, uses digital holography to resolve the wavefront of the ultrasonically encoded 
light, and uses a SLM to construct the time-reversed light.  While both versions are capable of 
focusing light into thick scattering media, notable differences exist as a result of the specific 
technical implementations, and have significant bearings on the applications. 
Several factors determine the efficacy of TRUE focusing, hence its enhancement of optical 
imaging in deep tissue.  The most important figure of merit is the peak-to-background ratio 
(PBR), which characterizes how well light can be focused in spite of the residual speckle 
background due to the incomplete time reversal process in a practical setting.  For analog 
TRUE focusing, a photorefractive PCM can have a holographic recording area of >2500 mm2, 
and a recording density of 5,000-10,000 pixels/mm [58], yielding a total of >6.25×1010-2.5×1011 
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pixels.  In comparison, the state-of-the-art SLM used in a digital system has only 1920×1280 
pixels.  The analog system's ability to reconstruct the focusing wavefront with 4-5 orders more 
independent optical modes enables a more complete phase conjugation and a higher PBR, which 
is proportional to the number of controlled independent optical modes (pixels) in the 
reconstructed wavefront (N), but inversely proportional to the number of optical modes within 
the ultrasonic focus (M), i.e. PBR ∝ N/M [57, 59].  In diffusion regime, the independent optical 
modes can be estimated as fully developed speckles, and have dimensions of about (λ/2)3, where 
λ is the optical wavelength in the medium.  Therefore, the constraint of PBR>1 sets an upper 
limit on the size of the ultrasonic focus for both analog and digital TRUE focusing.  Because of 
the vastly different numbers of pixels, an analog TRUE focusing system is capable of delivering 
light to a much bigger—and usually much deeper due to more encoded photons—focus than a 
digital TRUE system.  The speed of TRUE focusing is another important parameter, especially 
in the context of in vivo biomedical imaging, when optical time reversal has to be executed 
within the speckle correlation time, which is usually on the order of milliseconds [60, 61].  In 
analog TRUE focusing, time reversal is implemented in a photorefractive PCM, whose response 
time can be as fast as one millisecond [15, 44, 62].  In a digital system, however, time reversal 
comprises a cascade of processes, all of which contribute to the overall response time of the 
system, currently several seconds.  The bottleneck is data capture and transfer among the 
holographic recording camera, the controller/computer, and the SLM [59].  A third determining 
factor is the attainable optical gain, which characterizes how much optical energy can be 
delivered in the phase-conjugated light relative to the original ultrasonically encoded light energy.  
Although special measures can be taken to enhance the gain [63], it is usually less than unity in 
analog TRUE focusing, where dynamic holographic readout simultaneously erases the existing 
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hologram on the PCM.  By contrast, in a digital TRUE focusing system, the generation of the 
phase-conjugated light by an SLM is physically decoupled from the holographic recording 
device (CCD or CMOS camera).  Thus the power of the phase-conjugated light is proportional 
to the power of the reference beam illuminating the SLM and is restricted only by the damage 
threshold of the SLM.  Large optical gains of up to 5×104 can be achieved [59].  However, as 
we will show, the finite analog TRUE focusing gain does not prevent its application in 
fluorescence imaging in turbid media.  Finally, the simplicity of the analog system reduces its 
implementation cost and operational complexity, making it a desirable choice for many 
applications.   
Methods. Figures 3.4(a)-(b) show the two stages of optical focusing and localized fluorescence 
excitation in a turbid medium with TRUE light, and Figure 3.4(c) is a schematic of the analog 
TRUE setup.  In the holographic recording stage (Figure 3.4a), a focused ultrasonic beam (with 
a frequency of fUS) modulates the diffusively propagating sample beam in a turbid medium.  
The incident light beam (S), shifted to the frequency of f0–fUS, has an intensity of 150-203 
mW/cm2, conforming with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) laser safety limit 
from skin irradiation [64].  The output diffused light from the turbid medium is collected onto a 
PCM based on a PRP film or crystal in this study.  A reference beam, R(f0) (10 mW/cm2), 
selectively interferes with the encoded photons, and forms a stationary interference pattern, or a 
hologram, inside the photorefractive material.  In the subsequent holographic reading stage 
(Figure 3.4b), a reading beam, R*(f0) (140 mW/cm2), propagates along the direction opposite to 
R, generating a phase conjugated beam from the PCM.  Due to the reversibility of light 
propagation, the phase conjugated beam travels “reversely” into the turbid medium and 
converges at the ultrasonic focus, achieving localized excitation of the fluorescent object.   
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Figure 3.4 Schematic of focused fluorescence excitation in turbid media with TRUE light.  (a) Holographic 
recording of ultrasonically encoded photons.  (b) Phase conjugated copies of ultrasonically encoded photons travel 
“time-reversely” to the ultrasonic focus and excite the fluorescent target.  (c) The essential components of the 
experimental setup: BS, beam splitter; D, fluorescence detector (a CCD camera or an avalanche photodiode, in this 
study); LPF, long-pass filter; OS1-3, optical shutters; PCM, phase conjugation mirror; PD1,2, photodiodes; R, 
reference beam; R*, reading beam; RL1-3, relay lenses; S, incident sample beam; UT, ultrasound transducer; XYZ, 
system coordinates. 
The direct observation of TRUE focus in a thick turbid medium is not possible if the focal spot 
dwells completely inside a highly scattering medium.  To resolve this issue, we used a 
three-layered gel sample, composed of two turbid layers sandwiching a central clear layer, as 
shown in Figure 3.5(a).  The turbid layers were 4 and 5 mm thick, respectively.  They were  
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Figure 3.5 Direct visualization of TRUE optical focusing within thick turbid media.  (a) Illustration of sample 
arrangement.  A fluorescent bar was embedded centrally inside a transparent gel sandwiched between two 
scattering layers.  The center of the ultrasonic focus was aligned to intercept the center of the fluorescent bar in 
both the Y and Z directions.  (b-d) CCD images of the fluorescence emission under the illuminations of (b) the 
incident sample beam (DC), (c) the phase conjugated beam of the unencoded photons (TRDC), and (d) the tightly 
focused phase conjugated beam of the encoded photons (TRUE).  (e) Intensity distributions of fluorescence signals 
excited by the DC, TRDC, and TRUE light along the white dashed lines in (b-d), respectively. 
made from a gel mixture of de-ionized water, 10% (by weight) porcine gelatin (Sigma-Aldrich), 
and 0.5% Intralipid (Fresenius Kabi) to achieve a reduced scattering coefficient 5.0' =sµ  mm-1.  
The clear layer was made from the gel mixture of de-ionized water and porcine gelatin only.  At 
its center, a 20 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm (along X×Y×Z, respectively) fluorescent bar was embedded, 
containing quantum dots (QSA-600-2, Ocean Nanotech) as fluorophores used with a 
concentration of 0.26 µM.  The TRUE focusing was targeted on the fluorescent bar, and our 
3-layered sample arrangement enabled direct observation of the excited fluorescent light 
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distribution, while still mimicking a turbid environment.  A CCD camera (iStar 734, Andor 
Technology) was mounted above the sample and visualized the distribution of excited 
fluorescent light through a long-pass filter (FGL590S, Thorlabs), which rejects the excitation 
light.  An ultrasonic transducer (UT, Panametrics A381S, Olympus) provided a 3.5 MHz 
continuous ultrasonic beam with a focal FWHM of 1.2 mm and a peak-to-peak focal pressure of 
1.1 MPa.  To reduce the speckle decorrelation caused by the ultrasonic beam, the back turbid 
layer of the sample was mounted separately, mechanically decoupling it from the first two layers.  
For TRUE focusing visualization, a sufficiently long CCD exposure time was required to 
overcome dark noise.  Therefore we chose a 50 mm × 0.1 mm × 50 mm PRP (Nitto Denko 
Technical) as the PCM, for its long hologram persistency under R*.   
Results. During the experiment, the CCD, whose gating width was set at 50 ms, captured three 
images: the fluorescent light distribution excited by the sample beam (DC, Figure 3.5b), the 
phase conjugated beam of the unencoded photons when the sample beam was frequency shifted 
to f0 (TRDC, Figure 3.5c), and the phase conjugated beam of the encoded photons when the 
sample beam was frequency shifted to f0–fUS (TRUE, Figure 3.5d).  Each of the fluorescence 
images was normalized to its maximum intensity.  For the TRDC and TRUE images, the 
background signal due to the randomly scattered R* from the PRP had already been removed by 
subtracting the fluorescence image when no stable hologram was formed and no phase 
conjugated beam was generated, as is described in Figure 3.6.  Figure 3.5(e) compares the 
spatial extent of the excited fluorescence signals along the bar length under the DC, TRDC, and 
TRUE light excitations.  As seen, compared with the DC and TRDC light, the TRUE light 
excited a substantially smaller range of the fluorescent bar, which was ~1 mm in 
FWHM—approximately the ultrasonic focal width.  Note that only part of the optical modes  
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Figure 3.6 Processing of fluorescence images.  (a) Background fluorescence excitation due to the scattered reading 
beam with no hologram being recorded at the PCM.  (b-c) Direct CCD images taken with TRDC and TRUE 
excitation, respectively.  The background is subtracted from (b-c) to attain the net fluorescence emission patterns 
(d-e, also Figure 3.5c-d) due to the TRDC and TRUE light, respectively. 
from the experimental sample was collected onto the PCM, and the consequent imperfect phase 
conjugation led to some intensity offset, as seen in our TRUE images.   
To demonstrate the dynamic focusing ability of TRUE focusing, we scanned the ultrasonic focal 
position along the X direction, while keeping the sample and the optical components stationary.  
Figure 3.7 (a)-(f) show the normalized fluorescent images excited by the TRUE light at each 
ultrasonic position.  As we can see, the peak position of the excited fluorescence signals tracked 
the ultrasonic focal position along the X direction.  To demonstrate the capability of focused 
fluorescence imaging in turbid media, we prepared another experimental sample, as shown in 
Figure 3.8(a), to use with a system that employs a 10 mm × 10 mm × 5 mm BSO (Elan) as the 
PCM.  This material was chosen for its faster response time, to improve the system's immunity 
to environmental vibrations and ultrasound-induced speckle decorrelation.  With the same aim,  
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Figure 3.7 Dynamic control of optical focusing inside turbid media with TRUE light.  (a-f) CCD images of 
fluorescence signal excited by the TRUE light when the ultrasonic field was scanned along the X direction.  The 
optical components and the experimental sample remained stationary. 
the ultrasonic beam in this study functioned in a burst mode with a duty cycle of 20%, and the 
peak-to-peak focal pressure was decreased to 0.9 MPa.  To ensure good acoustic coupling for 
ultrasonic wave propagation, an 8-mm-thick turbid layer was surrounded by two transparent 
layers in the Z direction and water in the Y direction.  On the mid-Z plane of this scattering layer, 
two objects (2×2×1 mm3), dyed with 2.8×10-7 µM of 2 µm diameter polystyrene fluorescent 
microspheres (F8825, Invitrogen), were placed with a separation of 4.5 mm, and 10 mm beneath 
the sample's top surface.  Also, we embedded two pencil lead refills (0.5 mm diameter) to aid 
pre-alignment so that the ultrasonic focus could traverse the center of the two targets in both the 
Y and Z directions when the sample was scanned in the X direction.  The scanning step size was 
0.2 mm, and at each X position, an avalanche photodiode (SPM3Q-T, Newport) detected three 
fluorescence signals under different conditions: a DC signal excited by the sample beam, a 
TRDC signal excited by the phase-conjugated unmodulated diffused light, and a TRUE signal 
excited by the phase-conjugated modulated diffused light.  We also measured a background 
signal, the fluorescence excitation by the scattered reading beam from the PCM.  The TRDC 
and TRUE signals were obtained by subtracting this background signal, as explained in Figure 
3.9.   
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Figure 3.8 Fluorescence imaging of small objects embedded inside a thick turbid medium.  (a) Illustration of 
sample arrangement.  (b) Comparison of fluorescence images excited by the DC, TRDC, and TRUE light, 
respectively.  (c) Comparison of DC, TRDC, and TRUE images based on the absorption contrast of 532 nm 
excitation light.  The discrete symbols in (b) and (c) represent the experimental data, and the dashed curves 
represent Gaussian fits to the TRUE measurements. 
Figure 3.8(b) shows the distribution of normalized fluorescence signal intensities at different 
sample X positions.  As shown, the fluorescent DC and TRDC light lacked the spatial resolution 
needed to resolve the two closely positioned fluorescent targets, since they were excited by 
unfocused diffused light.  In contrast, the fluorescent TRUE light had sufficient resolution to 
clearly depict the size and the position of these two targets: in the image, both appear ~2 mm  
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Figure 3.9 Examples of fluorescence signals detected at the avalanche photodiode.  (a-d) Direct fluorescence 
signals at one sample X position, detected under the DC, scattered R* (background signal taken when there is no 
hologram), TRDC, and TRUE light excitations, respectively.  (e-f) Resultant TRDC and TRUE fluorescence 
signals after subtracting the background in (b).  The denoted amplitudes in (a, e-f) are used as the representative 
intensities of DC, TRDC, and TRUE fluorescence signals at this position respectively, as in Figure 3.8b. 
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(FWHM) wide and are separated by 4.7 mm, agreeing well with the sample arrangements.  
Moreover, the imaging resolution, obtained from a Gaussian fit to the TRUE profile, was about 
0.9 mm, which is close to the size of the fluorescently excited area observed in Figure 3.5.  In 
comparison, Figure 3.8(c) shows the DC, TRDC, and TRUE images acquired by PD1 and PD2 
(Figure 3.4c), based on the absorption contrast of 532 nm light by the dyed objects.  Examples 
of signal processing to obtain these images are shown in Figure 3.10.  Since the fluorescence 
emission originates from the absorbance of 532 nm light, the images in Figures 3.6(b) and (c) are 
complementary to each other.  Moreover, these two sets of measurements are consistent in 
terms of spatial resolution: objects that cannot be resolved in the DC or TRDC images can be 
characterized sharply and accurately by the TRUE images.  This, once again, highlights that the 
532 nm TRUE light and the consequent fluorescence excitation are both confined within the 
ultrasonic focus, which enables focused fluorescence imaging in thick turbid media (~4 and ~5 lt', 
along Z and Y, respectively).   
Discussion. Delivery or excitation of tightly focused light deep in turbid media (such as 
biological tissue) beyond the optical ballistic regime has been the goal of intensive investigations.  
The TRUE optical focusing method invented by Xu et al. [14] has rapidly attracted much 
attention [14, 22, 40, 47, 51, 59, 65] as it uniquely creates a virtual guide star for dynamic optical 
focusing inside turbid media.  Here, with TRUE systems that use either a PRP or a BSO crystal 
as the PCM, we successfully established a straightforward visualization of optical focusing 
inside turbid media with thicknesses of more than 4 lt'.  We further showed that, while reducing 
speckle decorrelation caused by the continuous and long bursts of ultrasonic beams, the TRUE 
optical focus was confined within the ultrasonic focus, so that the optical focus could be 
dynamically guided wherever the ultrasonic focus was moved within the optical sensing region.   
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Figure 3.10 Examples of 532 nm excitation light signals detected at the PDs.  (a-d) Direct signals at one sample X 
position for DC, scattered R* (background signal taken when there is no hologram), TRDC, and TRUE, respectively.  
(e-f) Resultant TRDC and TRUE signals after background subtraction in (b).  The denoted amplitudes in (a, e-f) 
are used as the representative intensities of DC, TRDC, and TRUE at this position respectively, as in Figure 3.8c. 
To exemplify the broad potential of TRUE, we also demonstrated that the TRUE light can be 
used for focused fluorescence imaging with an ultrasonically determined spatial resolution deep 
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inside turbid media.  The present study was limited in the two dimensional (X-Z plane) 
investigation of optical focusing because the use of continuous or long bursts of ultrasonic beams 
yielded poor spatial resolution along the acoustic axis.  However, pumping the acousto-optic 
interaction with a short pulsed laser source, as described in the literature [59, 65], would enable 
the usage of short ultrasonic pulses with a high focal pressure, while retaining sufficient 
ultrasonically encoded photons to record the phase hologram inside the photorefractive material 
within a short period of time.  Thus, during the holographic reading stage, an improved axial 
resolution of optical focus can be attained inside turbid media.  Moreover, the reported 
investigations with analog PCM-based TRUE have been performed inside turbid media with 
optical thickness less than 20 lt' [22, 40], and refocusing to a pixel in space took ~1 second, a 
duration largely restricted by the response time of the photorefractive materials.  Even though 
this is already >6 times faster than the recently reported digital TRUE schematic [59], transition 
to pulsed light and sound sources would boost the number of instantaneous 
ultrasound-modulated photons [59, 65], and accelerate the photorefractive response to be faster 
than 1 ms [62, 66, 67].  Last, the use of short pulsed ultrasound would bestow a much higher 
PBR [57], which is highly desired for focusing.  Thus, our analog approach to TRUE optical 
focusing has the potential to penetrate more sharply and deeply into biological tissue and to 
operate in real time.   
3.3 Conclusions 
In summary, the use of a large-area PRP considerably enhanced the focused energy in TRUE 
optical focusing.  We expect further energy and speed improvements by increasing the 
hologram area and by using a PRP with faster response time.  Moreover, with the improved 
focused energy, we successfully established a straightforward evaluation technique to visualize 
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the generated TRUE focus between turbid layers. Further, by using a BSO crystal as the PCM in 
an analog TRUE focusing, we demonstrated 1-D fluorescence imaging inside a turbid medium 
having a thicknesses of more than 4 lt'.  These capabilities of analog TRUE focusing could spur 
a wide range of in vivo biomedical applications, including optical manipulation, imaging, and 
therapy.
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Chapter 4: Fast Focal Scanning using 
Digital TRUE Focusing in 
Both Transmission and Reflection Mode 
This chapter describes the technical development of TRUE focusing in terms of focal scanning 
speed using a digital PCM.  By sweeping the frequencies of both ultrasound and light in a 
transmission-mode setup, we demonstrate multiplex recording of ultrasonically encoded 
wavefronts, which accelerates the generation of multiple TRUE foci.  Further, in a 
reflection-mode setup, we show that by gradually moving the focal position, the intensity and 
contrast of the TRUE focus are improved, and the TRUE focus can be continuously scanned.  
Parts of this chapter have been published in Applied Physics Letters and Optics Letters [68, 69]. 
4.1 Frequency swept TRUE focusing 
Background. Fluorescence imaging is widely used to obtain structural and functional biological 
images by scanning an optical focus [70].  However, due to scattering, optical focusing using an 
ordinary lens is limited to shallow depths of 1 lt' (~1 mm in human skin) [2], beyond which 
scattering both reduces the amount of light arriving at the target and blurs the resulting image.   
One way to overcome this limitation is to use TRUE focusing [14, 42].  In TRUE focusing, a 
focused ultrasonic pulse, applied inside a turbid sample, frequency modulates (or encodes) light 
within the acoustic volume.  A phase-conjugated version of the encoded wavefront is then 
generated, using either analog or digital phase conjugate mirrors (PCMs) [14, 42, 59, 65].  
Digital PCMs, consisting of a camera and an SLM, are attractive for higher energy focusing [42, 
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59, 65].  To record the encoded wavefront, a reference beam interferes with the encoded light 
on the camera, causing the intensity of the interferogram to beat at their difference frequency 
[65].  The encoded wavefront is extracted from the beat, and then its phase-conjugated version 
is reproduced using the SLM.  Upon back-propagation to the sample, the phase-conjugated 
beam forms an optical focus at the original location of the ultrasonic volume. 
It has been previously shown that TRUE focusing improves the resolution, thereby allowing 
deep fluorescence imaging beyond 1 lt' inside a scattering medium [42, 59, 65].  However, one 
of the challenges of applying digital TRUE focusing for imaging was the long time (several 
seconds) taken to generate a single optical focus [59, 65].  The low SNR of the encoded-light 
detection typically mandates that multiple frames of interferograms be recorded and averaged to 
obtain a single encoded wavefront. 
Here, we propose a method called frequency-swept TRUE focusing, which takes advantage of 
the multiple recorded frames used for encoded-light detection to accelerate TRUE focal 
scanning.  By sweeping the frequency of both the ultrasound and the light at the same time, we 
achieve simultaneous recording of multiple wavefronts, corresponding to different positions 
along the acoustic axis, without sacrificing SNR and using the same number of camera frames.  
A similar concept was previously demonstrated in [71], which used two ultrasonic pulses of 
different frequencies for wavefront recording.  The use of two ultrasonic pulses allowed two 
TRUE foci to be generated from a single recording, thereby reducing the recording time by half.  
Here, we show that, by recording many more holograms in the same amount of time, 
frequency-swept TRUE focusing increases the number of foci generated after a single recording 
stage. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration of the concept and implementation of frequency-swept TRUE.  (a) Multiplex 
wavefront sensing using frequency-swept ultrasound and light.  (b) Implementation of frequency-swept TRUE 
focusing system.  AOM, acousto-optic modulator; BS, beamsplitter; CMOS, CMOS camera; DM, dichroic mirror; 
DPCM, digital phase-conjugate mirror; F, color filter; HP, half-wave plate; IL, imaging lens; P, polarizer; PB, 
polarizing beamsplitter; PD, photodiode; QP, quarter-wave plate; R, reference beam; S, sample beam; SLM, spatial 
light modulator; UT, ultrasonic transducer. 
Theory. Frequency sweeping was previously used in UOT to improve the acoustic axial 
resolution [72].  Here, we use a similar concept to obtain multiple holograms within a single 
recording stage.  As shown in Figure 4.1(a), a frequency-swept ultrasonic pulse is sent through 
the scattering sample.  The ultrasonic frequency at a point y  along the acoustic axis at time t  
is given by 
 ( ) ( )USUSUS /, vytbatyf −+= , (4.1) 
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where USa  is the initial ultrasonic frequency, b  is the rate at which the frequency is swept, and 
USv  is the speed of sound within the medium.  After a brief delay ( 0t ) to allow the ultrasound to 
propagate, a laser beam then illuminates the sample, with its optical frequency swept at the same 
rate.  The optical frequency at time t  is given by 
 ( ) ( )0LL ttbatf −+= , (4.2) 
where La  is the initial optical frequency, and 0t  is the time delay from the start of the 
ultrasonic frequency sweep.  Inside the sample, the ultrasonic beam frequency modulates the 
diffusively propagating light.  The down-modulated (i.e., encoded) light frequency is given by 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) US0USUSLUSLE /, vtvybaatyftfyf −+−=−= . (4.3) 
Equation (4.3) shows that photons traversing the ultrasonic beam are encoded with different 
frequencies   along the acoustic axis y, indicating the feasibility of spectrally multiplexed 
detection of the wavefronts emanating from different locations along the y axis.  When the 
encoded light is mixed with a reference beam with frequency USLR aaf −= , the frequency of the 
optical beat observed by the camera is given by 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) US0USREB / vtvybfyfyf −=−= . (4.4) 
As seen in Equation (4.4), the optical beat is composed of multiple frequencies, corresponding to 
different depths inside the sample along the y axis.  From the measured intensity variation along 
the time axis, Fourier decomposition allows us to calculate the phases of the beats at each 
frequency, giving the desired wavefronts.  Thus, frequency-sweeping can be used to record 
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multiple wavefronts emanating from different locations at once, and to generate TRUE foci at 
multiple locations. 
Method. Our implementation of frequency-swept TRUE focusing is illustrated schematically in 
Figure 4.1(b).  The output of a 3.5 W continuous-wave laser (Verdi V-10, Coherent) was split 
into two beams: a vertically polarized sample beam (S) and a horizontally polarized reference 
beam (R).  An acousto-optic modulator (AOM1) was used to sweep the S beam frequency.  
Because the spatial mode of S (i.e., the optical speckle pattern inside the scattering sample) must 
not change during the recording time, AOM1 was in a double-pass configuration to avoid 
angular deflection [73].  After AOM1, a spatial filter, comprised of a 25-µm pinhole and a 
confocal lens pair, ensured that the optical mode was unchanged while S illuminated the 
scattering sample.  To demonstrate the proof-of-concept, we used a sample consisting of a thin 
fluorescent sheet suspended in a clear gelatin medium (water:gelatin = 90:10 wt.%) placed 
between two ground-glass diffusers, as shown in Figure 4.2(a).  To make the fluorescent sheet, 
we dispersed quantum dots (Ocean Nanotech, QSA-600-2) in a gelatin solution.  A 
frequency-swept ultrasonic beam modulated the diffusively propagating light inside the sample.  
R was frequency-shifted by +120 MHz by AOM2, and was then expanded to fill the aperture of 
the SLM.  The two beams were then recombined using a beamsplitter before being directed to 
the digital PCM, as indicated by the dotted block in Figure 4.1(b).  In the digital PCM, a mirror 
was placed in a plane symmetrical to the SLM (PLUTO, Holoeye) about a polarizing 
beamsplitter (PB in Figure 4.1b).  R and the diffuse light from the sample formed 
interferograms on the mirror, which was imaged by a CMOS camera (pco.Edge, PCO) to capture 
the diffuse wavefront.  The polarization of R was tuned by using a half-wave plate so that a 
small portion was reflected by the polarizing beamsplitter to generate the interferogram.  The  
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Figure 4.2 Observation of multiple TRUE foci generated after a single recording stage.  (a) Schematic illustration 
of the sample configuration.  (b) Encoded signal spectrum after a single recording stage.  (c) Fluorescent pattern 
excited using a flat phase pattern on SLM.  (d)-(f) Fluorescent patterns excited showing the generated TRUE foci 
by using phase maps from different encoded-frequency components, which are indicated in Figure 4.2(b). 
SLM and the CMOS camera were 1:1 pixel matched.  The SLM curvature was measured using 
a Michelson interferometer, and was corrected for in the experiment [74].  During the recording 
stage, a focused ultrasonic transducer (Olympus NDT, V324-SU) emitted 800-ns ultrasonic 
pulses repeatedly every 30 µs into the sample.  The focal length of the ultrasonic transducer was 
14 mm, which corresponded to a sound propagation time of 8.7 µs.  When the ultrasonic pulse 
reached the focal zone of the transducer, AOM1 and 2 (AOM-802AF1, IntraAction) were turned 
on simultaneously to generate 1 µs optical pulses of S and R.  The ultrasonic frequency was 
swept from 12.5 to 37.5 MHz throughout the recording time of 2.84 s.  The sweep rate was 
therefore b = 8.80 MHz/s.  The frequency of S was also swept from +132.5 to +157.5 MHz at 
the same rate as the ultrasound.  After propagating through the sample, S interfered with R at 
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the CMOS camera in the digital PCM.  The camera exposure time was 31 ms, therefore each 
interferogram was integrated over 1034 optical pulses.  At a frame rate of 22.5 Hz, 64 
interferograms were captured, in which we observed the broadband beat signal at the 
difference-frequencies between the encoded light and R.  To obtain the wavefronts, the 
argument of the spectral density at the beat frequencies, measured at each CMOS pixel, was 
extracted using the discrete Fourier transformation.  The measured power spectrum, averaged 
over the CMOS pixels after a single recording stage, is shown in Figure 4.2(b).  As expected, 
when the frequency-swept ultrasound was turned on, we observed a broadband signal increase 
over the baseline case without ultrasound.   
In the readout stage, as soon as the SLM displayed the phase-conjugated wavefront, R was 
turned on to read out the displayed wavefront.  To observe the propagation of the 
phase-conjugated light inside the sample, a CCD camera imaged the fluorescent excitation on the 
quantum-dot sheet placed between two diffusers.  When a flat pattern was displayed on the 
SLM, the imaged fluorescent excitation did not show a focused peak (Figure 4.2c), due to 
random scattering by ground glass.  In contrast, for the frequency-swept TRUE, a clear focused 
beam is seen, as shown in Figure 4.2(d)-(f).  The corresponding frequency values were 3.9 Hz, 
5.6 Hz, and 7.4 Hz, respectively, as indicated in Figure 4.2(b).  We see that the TRUE focus 
was translated vertically as the SLM sequentially displayed phase-conjugated wavefronts 
calculated from the beat of different frequencies.  Theoretically, the acoustic-axial resolution 
yd  is given by wvy US /d = , where USv  is the acoustic speed in the sample medium and w  is 
the range of the frequency sweep.  To see this, let us note that yd  is the acoustic propagation 
distance during the frequency-sweep time across the frequency resolution fd  of the discrete 
Fourier transformation in the wavefront calculation, i.e., bfvy /dd US ×= .  Given the 
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frequency sweep rate b and the total recording time fd/1 , we have fbw d/= .  Therefore, 
wvy US /d = .  In our experiment, we chose w  = 25 MHz, and USv  was quantified from the 
ultrasonic pulse-echo signal to be 1.6 mm/µs, which agrees with the reported value [75]; 
therefore, we estimated yd  as 64 µm. 
As a comparison, we also performed ordinary TRUE focusing (i.e., without frequency-sweep) 
using the same sample.  We used single cycle ultrasonic pulses at 25 MHz to match the 
ultrasonic pulse length to the theoretical axial resolution for frequency-swept TRUE focusing.  
To minimize ultrasonic pulse propagation during the sample illumination, the S and R pulse 
durations were set to 0.16 µs, the shortest times achievable using the AOMs.  The intensities of 
both S and R were increased to match the camera exposure used in frequency-swept TRUE 
focusing.  The frequency difference of the R and S beams was chosen so that the CMOS camera 
observed a 5.6 Hz optical beat between R and the encoded light.  The CMOS camera again 
captured 64 frames of the interferograms.  Figure 4.3(a) shows the averaged power spectra 
acquired with and without the ultrasound, calculated in the same way as for Figure 4.2(b).  
Unlike in Figure 4.2(b), the encoded signal was observed only at the 5.6 Hz beat frequency.  
The measured SNR of the encoded signal was 3.0, which was comparable to the SNR of 2.7 
observed at the same beat frequency in Figure 4.2(b).  Note that without frequency sweeping, 
only a single TRUE focus can be generated (Figure 4.3b).  This data confirms that 
frequency-swept TRUE focusing is indeed faster, as focusing at different locations using the 
ordinary method would require the recording process to be repeated.  Moreover, the SNR of the 
recordings is similar for both methods. 
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Figure 4.3 TRUE focusing without frequency sweeping.  (a) Encoded signal spectrum after a single recording stage.  
(b) Fluorescent pattern excited by using the phase map from the encoded signal. 
Results. To experimentally quantify the resolution of frequency-swept TRUE focusing, we 
measured the edge spread function of a TRUE focus centered inside a turbid sample having a 
total thickness of 2 lt', which is shown in Figure 4.4(a).  The turbid medium was made by 
mixing intralipid into clear gel-medium (water:gel:intralipid = 89:10:1 wt.%).  We embedded a 
rectangular fluorescent target at the mid-plane of the sample, as shown in Figure 4.4(b).  To 
measure the edge spread function, we used the representative spectral component at 5.6 Hz to 
form a TRUE focus, chosen because of its relatively high encoded-signal level, as seen in Figure 
4.2(b).  By mechanically translating the sample in both x and y directions, we measured the 
fluorescent signal at each sample position.  A photodiode measured the excited fluorescence 
from the sample, after passing through a dichroic mirror and a long-pass filter as shown in Figure 
4.1(b).  We subtracted the fluorescent signal due to the background diffuse light, which  
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Figure 4.4 Resolution measurement of frequency-swept TRUE focusing.  (a) Sample configuration.  (b) 
Schematic illustration of quantum-dot target placed at imaging plane inside the sample.  (c) Measured edge-spread 
function in x direction.  (d) Measured edge-spread function in y direction. 
originated from incomplete phase conjugation due to the limited number of SLM pixels.  The 
background fluorescence was measured using a phase map synthesized by alternatingly adding 0 
and pi rad in 5×5 blocks across the phase-conjugated wavefront [59].  The SLM displayed the 
phase-conjugated wavefront for 100 ms, and subsequently displayed the background phase map 
for 400 ms.  The photodiode signal was band-pass filtered between 1 to 30 Hz, and then 
amplified by five times (SR560, SRS).  The signal was averaged for 16 times using an 
oscilloscope. 
The measured edge-spread functions along the x and y axes are shown in Figures 4.4(c) and (d), 
respectively.  The x and y resolutions were quantified by fitting the measured data to the 
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standard error function.  The measured x-resolution was 220 µm, which agrees well with the 
ultrasonic-focal FWHM of 200 µm.  On the other hand, we observed a widened y-resolution of 
100 µm, compared with the theoretical value of 64 µm.  The widening could be due to the 
envelope of the beat signals, caused by the spectral response of the ultrasonic transducer and the 
S-beam intensity change due to AOM1 as the frequency is swept, which results in a broadening 
of each beat frequency component.  Error also is introduced in wavefront calculation because of 
the frequency resolution of the discrete Fourier transformation.  Nevertheless, we note that 
frequency-swept TRUE focusing was still able to generate optical foci with substantially 
improved resolution, over optical focusing using an ordinary lens. 
To further demonstrate the imaging capability of our system, we replaced the sample with one 
containing five fluorescent targets embedded inside a turbid medium having a total thickness of 
2.4 lt'.  A photograph of the fluorescent objects, taken without the front turbid layer, is shown in 
Figure 4.5(a).  To obtain a 2-D image, we mechanically translated the sample in the x direction 
and at each stop performed frequency-swept TRUE focusing to scan an optical focus along the 
y-axis.  We used 23 phase patterns from a single recording to scan the TRUE focus, 
corresponding to 23 pixels along the y-axis in the resulting image.  Adaptive background 
subtraction was again used to measure the net fluorescent signal due to a TRUE focus.  The 
resulting fluorescent image is shown in Figure 4.5(b).  We compared the image obtained using 
our method with an image obtained by mechanically scanning the sample while focusing light 
using an ordinary lens, as shown in Figure 4.5(c).  The cross-sectional plots along the dashed 
lines in Figures 4.5(b) and (c) are shown in Figure 4.5(d), together with a curve fitted by 
low-passing it using the measured x-resolution.  We see that our system successfully resolved 
five fluorescent targets, while optical focusing using an ordinary lens did not. 
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Figure 4.5 Fluorescent images acquired by frequency-swept TRUE focusing.  (a) Photo of fluorescent targets 
placed at the mid-plane of the sample, without a front turbid medium.  Scale bar, 1 mm.  (b) Image obtained by 
the proposed method.  (c) Image obtained by displaying a flat phase pattern on the SLM.  (d) Line plots along the 
dashed lines in (b) and (c), presented together with fitted curves. 
Discussion. In principle, the larger the range of the frequency-sweep, the finer the acoustic-axial 
resolution becomes.  In our experiment, the range of the frequency sweep, and hence the 
resolution, was limited by both the spectral response of the acousto-optic diffraction efficiency, 
and the bandwidth of the ultrasonic transducer.  To sweep the optical frequency over a wider 
range, frequency-tunable optical sources can be used, as in [72].  Together with a ultrasonic 
transducer having a broader bandwidth, the acoustic-axial resolution of TRUE focus could be 
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further improved.  Also, the resolution can be improved by using higher frequency transducers, 
which have smaller focal volumes. 
Currently, the speed of wavefront acquisition is mainly limited by the calculation time (several 
seconds) of the Fourier spectra from many (~2 × 106) camera pixels.  By using a faster 
computer or dedicated computation devices (such as field-programmable gate arrays), we may 
accelerate the wavefront-calculation time.  Further, faster image sensors, e.g., 500 fps for the 
used resolution of 1080 × 1920, can be used to accelerate the recording stage.  By implementing 
these improvements, we may potentially reduce the wavefront acquisition time to less than 200 
ms, which may be applicable for in vivo biological imaging experiments [76] 
4.2 Continuous scanning of a TRUE focus in reflection mode 
Background. Dynamic light focusing into biological tissue — a turbid medium — is desirable 
for biomedical imaging, sensing, manipulation, and therapy.  However, focusing is impeded by 
multiple photon scattering events, which randomize light propagation in such media.  
Previously, TRUE optical focusing was demonstrated to overcome this hurdle.  In TRUE 
focusing, an ultrasonic beam modulates, or 'encodes', light traversing a target region within the 
turbid medium.  The encoded light is then time-reversed using a PCM, focusing light at the 
target region.  The optical focus can be formed dynamically at different locations by translating 
the ultrasonic volume. 
Both analog and digital PCMs have been used for TRUE focusing [14, 59, 65, 77].  An analog 
PCM uses a photorefractive material to holographically reproduce the wavefront of the encoded 
light.  Photorefractive materials can be made with large surface areas, and can provide more 
independent controls than digital PCMs, and thereby they have the potential to generate higher 
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intensity and narrower foci [42].  However, erasure of the hologram during its readout limits the 
attainable energy gain [42].  Alternatively, a digital PCM uses a camera for wavefront recording 
and an SLM for reproducing the phase-conjugated wavefront.  Since the SLM is not affected 
during readout, digital PCMs have unlimited attainable energy gain as long as the incident 
optical power remains below the SLM's optical damage threshold and the readout is within the 
speckle correlation time. 
Also, by using the digital approach, TRUE focusing can be repeated, with the previous recorded 
wavefront used to generate the new recording at a fixed position of the ultrasonic volume 
('iterative focusing') [77].  Although iterative focusing increases the intensity and reduces the 
size of the optical focus, its longer operation time can be a drawback in applications requiring 
fast scanning.  Here, we gradually move the position of the ultrasonic volume, while again 
using the previously recorded wavefront to generate the next recording, thus continuously 
scanning the TRUE focus ('continuous scanning').  The intensity and focal size improvements 
were comparable to those achieved using iterative focusing.  Also, we used a reflection-mode 
configuration, which was not previously explored in digital TRUE focusing.  This configuration 
is more practical in biomedical applications as it uses backscattered light.  Furthermore, in 
reflection mode, only a single PCM is needed to enable iterative focusing, whereas in 
transmission mode, two PCMs are required [77]. 
Method. Our reflection-mode digital TRUE focusing system is schematically illustrated in 
Figure 4.6.  The digital PCM, whose principal components are a polarizing beamsplitter (PB3 
in Figure 4.6), SLM, and CMOS camera, is shown in the dotted rectangle.  We used a 
1920×1080 pixel phase-only SLM (PLUTO, Holoeye), which was calibrated to provide a linear 
phase shift over a 2pi-rad range [78].  The phase distortions due to the SLM curvature were  
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Figure 4.6 Schematic of the reflection-mode digital TRUE focusing optical system.  AOM, acousto-optic 
modulators; A, aperture; BE, beam expanders; BS, beam splitter; HP, halfwave plates; IL, imaging lens for CMOS 
camera; IP, imaging plane of the CMOS camera; L, lenses; OS, optical shutter; P, polarizer; PB, polarizing beam 
splitters; QP, quarterwave plate; R, reference beam; S, sample beam; SLM, spatial light modulator; UST, ultrasonic 
transducer.  The digital phase-conjugate mirror (DPCM) is enclosed in a dotted frame for clarity. 
measured using a Michelson interferometer, and were compensated for in the experiment [74].  
The SLM surface and the image plane of the CMOS camera (pco.edge, PCO AG) were arranged 
symmetrically about the polarizing beam splitter, and the two devices were 1:1 pixel matched 
using an imaging lens. 
The TRUE focusing procedure consisted of two stages: recording and readout.  During the 
recording stage, optical pulses for the reference (R) and sample beams (S) were generated by 
turning on AOM 1 and 2 (AOM2 was in a double-pass configuration) for 160 ns.  The two 
beams were frequency shifted by fR = +75 MHz and fS = +125.00000625 MHz, respectively.  S 
was reflected off the SLM before impinging on the sample.  A 4-cycle ultrasonic pulse with a 
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center frequency fUS = 50 MHz modulated the diffuse light within the sample.  The probing 
depth was determined by the delay between the ultrasonic and the optical pulses.  The 
backscattered portion of S interfered with R on the CMOS sensor.  We tuned the polarizer in 
front of the CMOS camera so that R and the backscattered S had a similar intensity.  To achieve 
sufficient light energy, the optical and ultrasonic pulses were fired repeatedly at 500 kHz during 
the camera exposure time of 35 ms.  We chose fR, fS, and fUS so that the phase difference 
between R and the ultrasound-encoded (or spectrally downshifted) S cycled through 0, pi/2, pi and 
3pi/2 in four consecutive frames of the CMOS camera, which operated at fCMOS = 25 Hz.  This 
cycling was accomplished by setting 4/CMOSSR fff += − , where USSS fff −=−  is the 
frequency of the ultrasonically downshifted S.  The other frequency components of S 
contributed to the stationary background speckle pattern.  In this way, the interferogram 
between R and the downshifted portion of S was captured by the CMOS sensor as an intensity 
oscillation which could be spectrally isolated from the stationary background.  We recorded 64 
frames, corresponding to 16 cycles of the intensity oscillation.  The phase of the oscillation at 
each pixel, which corresponded to the wavefront of the encoded light, was measured from the 
recorded frames by taking the argument of the Fourier spectrum at the oscillation frequency.  In 
the readout stage, the measured wavefront was sign-reversed and displayed on the SLM after 
correction for the SLM's curvature.  Then AOM2 was turned on to generate a continuous-wave 
readout beam, which in turn generated a phase-conjugated beam of S when reflected by the SLM.  
The shutter in front of the camera was simultaneously closed to prevent over-exposure.   
Results. Our sample consisted of a turbid layer with a thickness of approximately 0.7 lt' with a 
scattering anisotropy of 0.9 (or 7 mean free paths) [50].  As illustrated in Figure 4.7(a), a 
polished aluminum reflector placed behind the turbid layer increased the backscattered light  
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Figure 4.7 Fluorescent excitations from single-shot TRUE focusing, iterative focusing, and continuous scanning.  
(a) Schematic of experimental configuration.  CM, clear medium; DPCM, digital phase-conjugate mirror; L, lens; 
LPF, longpass filter; QDS, quantum-dot sheet; R, reflector; RL, relay lens; TL, turbid layer; UST, ultrasonic 
transducer.  (b) CCD image of excited fluorescent signal on quantum-dot sheet when SLM pattern is uniform.  
Scale bar, 500 µm.  (c)-(e) CCD images of excited fluorescent signal by (c) single-shot TRUE focusing, (d) 
20-times iterative focusing, and (e) continuous scanning with step size ∆x = 5 µm (see Media 1).  The ultrasonic 
positions are indicated by two yellow arrows in each figure.  (f) Cross sections of excited foci by 20-times iterated 
TRUE focusing and continuous scanning with ∆x = 5 µm. 
intensity.  The ultrasound was focused on a ~400 µm thick fluorescent quantum-dot sheet 
inserted between the turbid layer and the reflector.  A lens with 60-mm focal length focused 
light onto the turbid layer, and a CCD camera imaged the excited fluorescence from above.  
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Although the turbid layer was thinner than 1 lt', the focused light was effectively scrambled when 
it reached the fluorescent layer, as shown in Figure 4.7(b), which was acquired with a uniform 
SLM pattern. 
As shown in Figure 4.7(c)-(e), for different ultrasonic pulse locations, we imaged the optical foci 
formed by TRUE focusing from a single wavefront recording ('single-shot TRUE focusing'), 
iterative focusing, and continuous scanning.  Adaptive background subtraction [59] was applied 
to compensate for the diffuse background caused by incomplete phase conjugation, by 
alternately adding 0 and pi rad in 5×5 blocks across the recorded wavefront.  From single-shot 
TRUE focusing, the focus is only vaguely observed, as shown in Figure 4.7(c).  The intensity of 
the TRUE focus was increased after 20 iterations, as shown in Figure 4.7(d), similar to that 
achieved by iterative focusing in transmission mode [77].  However, each iteration took several 
seconds [59, 65], which is undesirable when fast scanning is needed.  Instead, here we 
continuously scanned the TRUE focus by translating the ultrasonic pulse position in ∆x = 5 µm 
steps, which are less than the 70 µm focal width of the ultrasonic transducer.  Images of the 
TRUE focus formed by the continuous scanning are shown in Figure 4.7(e).  The focal 
intensities are comparable to those achieved by iterative focusing.  Also, compared to stepwise 
scanning by iterative focusing, continuous scanning achieves finer spatial sampling for the same 
number of wavefront recordings.  To emphasize these points, in Figure 4.7(f), we show the 
single focal cross section of the TRUE foci obtained from iterating 20 times at a static point, and 
the 20 cross sections from continuous scanning over 100 µm in 5 µm steps.   
To demonstrate the usefulness of continuous scanning, we imaged two fluorescent objects (T1 
and T2 in Figure 4.8), with dimensions of 0.3×0.4×1.3 mm3 and 0.3×0.3×1.2 mm3 along the x, y,  
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Figure 4.8 Fluorescent imaging of quantum-dot targets through a turbid layer.  (a) Photo of quantum-dot targets 
(T1, T2) placed behind a turbid layer.  (b) Path of continuous scanning.  (c) Fluorescent image obtained by 
continuous scanning with intervals ∆x = 10 µm and ∆y = 37.5 µm.  (d) Cross-sectional image along the horizontal 
dashed line in (c), shown together using 1-D images using single-shot TRUE focusing and with a uniform SLM 
pattern.  (e) 1-D image along the vertical dashed line in (c), using continuous scanning with an interval ∆y = 37.5 
µm. 
and z dimensions, respectively.  A photograph of the targets is shown in Figure 4.8(a).  The 
objects were hidden behind a turbid layer of 0.7 lt' thickness.  To form a 2-D image, we 
continuously scanned the TRUE focus in both x and y directions, starting at the top left corner, as 
shown in Figure 4.8(b).  The scanning along the y direction was performed by changing the 
time delay between the ultrasonic and optical pulses, with a step size of ∆t = 25 ns, which 
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corresponded to ∆y = 37.5 µm.  To scan along the x direction, the ultrasonic transducer was 
translated by ∆x = 10 µm.  The fluorescent emission was measured by a photodiode, which 
replaced the CCD camera in Figure 4.7(a).  The signal from the diffuse background was 
subtracted in the same manner as before.  Figure 4.8(c) shows that the two objects were 
successfully resolved.  We note that obtaining an image with the same spatial sampling using 
iterative focusing would have required a substantially longer measurement time, especially as 
each wavefront acquisition took about 13 s in our setup. 
The cross-section along the horizontal dashed line in Figure 4.8(c) is plotted in Figure 4.8(d), 
along with similarly obtained fluorescent measurements using either single-shot TRUE focusing, 
or uncontrolled light illumination (i.e., the SLM pattern is uniform).  For the uncontrolled 
illumination, the sample was scanned across the same range as the transducer in the TRUE 
focusing measurements.  We note that the uncontrolled illumination did not resolve the two 
targets, showing that the turbid layer effectively scrambled the light.  Also, single-shot TRUE 
focusing produced a weaker signal, resulting in poorer contrast-to-noise ratios of the two targets.  
However, continuous scanning clearly visualized the two signal peaks corresponding to the two 
targets.  It was previously shown that iterative focusing refines the resolution by a factor of n1/2 
over single-shot TRUE focusing [77], where n is the number of iterations.  Of course, such 
improvement continues until the noise becomes a limiting factor.  For single-shot focusing, the 
resolution along the x direction was estimated to be 70 µm, using the FWHM of the measured 
amplitude profile of the ultrasonic focus.  The resolution along the y axis was estimated from 
the FWHM of the convolution between the optical and ultrasonic pulse envelopes.  For an 
ultrasonic pulse length of 80 ns and an optical pulse length of 160 ns, we estimated the y 
resolution to be 240 µm.  Comparatively, the resolution from continuous scanning was 
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estimated as 30 µm and 100 µm along the x and y directions, evaluated from the distance 
between 25 % and 75 % of the peak contrast for the left target as indicated in Figures 4.8(d) and 
(e).  The improved resolution compared to single-shot TRUE focusing can be explained as the 
result of the iterative property of continuous scanning, and was comparable to iterative focusing 
at n = 6.   
Discussion. We observed a correlation between the maximum intensity of the TRUE focus and 
the SNR of the subsequent wavefront recording, as shown in Figure 4.9(a).  The SNR was 
calculated from the interferogram by taking the ratio of the power spectral density of the Fourier 
spectrum at the preset intensity oscillation frequency (at fCMOS/4) and the mean power spectral 
density of the noise for each pixel, then averaging over all the pixels.  The correlation 
coefficient was 0.82, implying that the relationship is close to linear, which is understandable 
because higher intensity at the encoding region increases the SNR of the subsequent recording.  
Therefore, the SNR of the recording can be used to qualitatively evaluate the TRUE focus hidden 
within the turbid medium without actually visualizing it, which is useful in practical applications. 
We also see in Figure 4.9(a) that the focused intensity is inversely related to the scanning step 
size ∆x.  The means of the focused intensities are plotted against ∆x in Figure 4.9(b).  The 
standard deviation for each scanning interval is shown as an error bar.  We see improvements in 
the intensity for ∆x < 35 µm relative to ∆x = 50 µm (p < 0.05, based on a Welch's t-test), where 
the threshold approximately matches the estimated x resolution from Figure 4.8(d).  This is 
understood by noting that a smaller scanning step size compared to the TRUE focal spot results 
in larger overlap between the TRUE focus and the translated ultrasonic volume in the subsequent 
recording, which would result in higher photon-encoding efficiency.   
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Figure 4.9 Performance of continuous scanning with different scanning step sizes.  (a) SNR-to-peak relationship 
for different ∆x’s.  (b) Dependency of the focused signal peak on ∆x.  Error bars indicate the standard deviations. 
Further, we see in Figure 4.9(a) that the intensity continues to increase at higher SNR values (> 
3), implying that low SNR limits our system performance.  The low SNR is mainly due to low 
photon-encoding efficiency, as well as phase fluctuations from the interferometer, and is the 
reason we used a reflector in our samples.  To penetrate deeper without a reflector, we could 
increase the number of encoded photons by using higher intensity ultrasonic transducers, and 
reduce the fluctuations by actively stabilizing the interferometer.  We could also filter the 
background light by using spectral hole burning [21], photorefractive materials [19] or 
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Fabry-Perot cavities [79], all of which have previously been used to improve the SNR of 
encoded-light detection. 
4.3 Conclusions 
In summary, we have demonstrated frequency-swept TRUE focusing and continuous scanning of 
the TRUE focus, both of which accelerated TRUE focal scanning.  Using frequency-swept 
TRUE focusing, we obtained a 1-D y-axial image after a single recording stage to image 
fluorescent targets embedded in a thick turbid medium.  Using continuous scanning of the 
TRUE focus in reflection mode, we achieved a focal intensity similar to that of iterative focusing 
along with focal scanning, and also resolved fluorescent targets through a turbid medium.  Both 
frequency-swept TRUE focusing and continuous scanning of the TRUE focus are promising 
steps for fast imaging using digital TRUE focusing inside a turbid medium. 
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Chapter 5: Summary and Outlook 
5.1 Summary 
This dissertation described technical advances in ultrasound-mediated optical imaging and 
focusing techniques, namely, UOT and TRUE focusing.  In UOT, we proposed and 
demonstrated the use of a large-area PRP to increase the sensitivity of encoded-light detection.  
In TRUE focusing, advances using both analog and digital systems were presented.  In analog 
TRUE focusing, the same PRP as in UOT was used to improve the amount of focused energy 
over previously used BSO crystals.  Also, the PRP enabled us to visualize focused fluorescence 
excitation generated between turbid layers by TRUE focusing, and to demonstrate fluorescence 
imaging inside a thick scattering medium.  Furthermore, using a digital system, we proposed 
and demonstrated frequency-swept TRUE focusing and continuous scanning of the TRUE focus, 
both of which accelerated TRUE focal scanning. 
In Chapter 2, we described the use of a PRP to improve the sensitivity of encoded-light detection 
in UOT, which yielded 10 times more etendue than previous detection schemes.  The PRP also 
provided large two-wave mixing amplification.  The system successfully imaged absorbing 
objects embedded inside scattering media with a thicknesses of 80 and 90 lt'. The lateral imaging 
resolution was 1.6 mm, which was close to the ultrasonic focal width.  Moderate powers of 
optical and ultrasound illumination were sufficient to perform absorption imaging, satisfying the 
ANSI safety limit for clinical uses [64].  We can expect further improvements in imaging speed 
and sensitivity for potential in vivo imaging applications, by using recently developed faster and 
more stable photorefractive materials [15, 44, 80]. 
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In Chapter 3, we described the focal energy improvement and demonstrated focused 
fluorescence excitation using analog TRUE focusing.  A large area PRP was again used to 
improve the energy of TRUE focusing by ~40 times, compared with the previously used 
photorefractive BSO crystal.  Using the polymer-based TRUE system, we also successfully 
imaged absorbing objects embedded in the middle plane of a scattering sample having a 
thickness of about 12 lt'.  Furthermore, dynamic control of the TRUE focus between two turbid 
layers was verified by directly visualizing the generated TRUE foci, which was enabled by the 
increased focused energy from the PRP.  Moreover, to show the fluorescence imaging 
capability of analog TRUE systems, our system resolved fluorescent targets embedded at the 
mid-plane of turbid media about 4 lt' thick.   
In Chapter 4, we described frequency-swept TRUE focusing and continuous scanning of the 
TRUE focus, both of which accelerated the focal scanning speed of a digital TRUE system.  In 
transmission-mode, frequency-swept TRUE focusing achieved multiplex recording of the 
encoded wavefronts by sweeping the frequencies of both ultrasound and light.  Using this 
technique, we obtained a 2-D image of a fluorescent target centered inside a turbid sample 
having a thickness of 2.4 lt'.  After every recording stage, a 1-D image was obtained by 
scanning the TRUE focus along the acoustic axis.  Further, using TRUE focusing based on a 
reflection-mode PCM, we demonstrated continuous scanning of the TRUE focus, which 
improved the focused intensity by gradually moving the TRUE focal position.  Using 
continuous scanning, we imaged fluorescent targets in a shorter time, compared to ordinary 
iterative focusing, through a turbid layer whose thickness was 0.7 lt'.  These achievements are 
promising for high-speed generation of a high-contrast TRUE focus with high energy inside a 
turbid medium. 
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5.2 Outlook 
For future in vivo applications, further improvements in signal detection sensitivity and 
operational speed are required in both UOT and TRUE focusing to take into account the typical 
speckle decorrelation times of ~1–100 ms inside live tissue.  Additionally, in TRUE focusing, 
further increases in focused contrast and energy are also desired to demonstrate manipulation and 
therapeutic applications. 
In UOT, this thesis described improvement in the detection sensitivity of encoded-light to image 
inside scattering media.  However, a further speed improvement is required to demonstrate 
future clinical applications, considering the typical speckle decorrelation time of ~1 ms inside 
thick biological tissue: the two-wave mixing rise time of the PRP was ~20 s.  By increasing the 
beam intensities impinging on the photorefractive materials, we may able to accelerate the 
photorefractivity [62].  Recently developed photorefractive crystals and polymers with faster 
responses show promise for in vivo applications [41, 44].  Also, other advanced filtering 
techniques previously used in UOT, such as spectral hole burning [21] or confocal Fabry-Perot 
cavities [79], can also be used in combination with photorefractive-based interferometers to 
accelerate the imaging speed by improving the SNR of encoded-light detection. 
In TRUE focusing, our analog system took at least ~200 ms to generate a single TRUE focus, 
limited by the holographic rise time of the photorefractive PCM.  Again, faster photorefractive 
crystals and PRPs can improve the focusing speed [41, 44].  In digital TRUE focusing, the 
focusing speed is mainly limited by the wavefront recording time of several seconds.  Because 
of the low SNR in encoded-light detection, averaging multiple camera frames of interferograms 
is required to obtain encoded wavefronts.  To speed up the recording time, it would be helpful 
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to use a camera with a faster frame rate and to shorten the wavefront calculation time.  There 
are faster image sensors available, e.g., 500 fps for a resolution of 1080 × 1920.  Also, we can 
accelerate the wavefront-calculation by using a faster computer or dedicated computation 
devices, such as field-programmable gate arrays.  After these implementations, we may be able 
to accelerate the recording stage to less than ~100 ms, which may be applicable for certain in 
vivo experiments [76].  Furthermore, the advanced filtering techniques of spectral hole burning, 
confocal Fabry-Perot interferometry, and photorefractive-based interferometers can again be 
used to improve the SNR of encoded-light detection, and consequently to accelerate the 
recording time. 
Apart from focusing speed, it is also desired to improve both the contrast and energy of a TRUE 
focus to enable therapeutic applications.  To this end, the digital TRUE focusing system is 
highly attractive because of its high-energy focusing capability.  Currently, the low focal 
contrast can pose a problem in therapeutic applications because the unfocused background light 
can undesirably affect tissue when strong optical energy is used.  To alleviate this problem, the 
focal contrast can be improved by increasing the number of pixels of the SLM.  Therefore, we 
can simply use multiple SLMs to increase the number of controlled pixels.  Also, future 
technological advancements in SLM might address this issue by providing larger area SLMs 
with finer pixel sizes. 
We note that other approaches to focus light inside scattering media were recently proposed, 
using either the photoacoustic signal [81] or target movement [82, 83] to acquire the desired 
wavefronts.  Although TRUE focusing has an important advantage in focusing light at arbitrary 
locations, even when absorbers or moving targets do not exist, these new approaches are highly 
promising, since they use contrast mechanisms that are easier to detect than ultrasonic encoding 
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of diffuse photons.  A combined use of these approaches and TRUE focusing may enable us to 
generate a high-energy and high-contrast optical focus at arbitrary locations inside tissue with 
high speed.  Furthermore, by using these focusing techniques together with photoacoustic 
imaging or UOT, we may be able to develop techniques that can simultaneously perform both 
imaging and treatments inside deep tissue, which is highly attractive in biomedicine.
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